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CHAPTER I.
THE FORMATION OF THE ASSOCIATION.
ANY treatise on latter-day football would be incomplete
without asketch of the events which led to the formation
of the Football Association. The modern revival of football, indeed, practically dates from the inception of that
organization, the largest of the many societies which now
direct the forces of football. The institution of the Association, as amatter of fact, marked the first attempt to bring
the many different sects into which football players were
then divided under the control of one central body. Forty
years ago there was little or no football outside the public
schools. In some of them it still lingered, the survival, in a
modified form of course, of the rough and semi-barbarous
sport of the last century. Even in the majority of these,
though, it only occupied a comparatively inferior position,
regarded merely as a part of the curriculum of physical
training. An occasional visit of ateam of Old Boys would
arouse alittle excitement, but only of atransient character,
and with the arrival of spring the schoolboy's fancy would
lightly turn to thought of other games. What was worse,
11
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too, in many cases the schools had special codes of their
own. Every one did what was right in his own eyes, and
the consequence was anumber of games widely different in
character, and some of them so divergent as to present,
according to outward appearance, no real basis of agreement.
It was to assimilate these conflicting elements, and to
harmonize theirs under the influence of a common set of
laws, that the Association first saw the light. At the outset,
too, its success seemed to be well assured. At a meeting
held at the Freemasons' Tavern on October 26, 186;, the
Association was formally instituted by a resolution to the
effect, "That the clubs represented at this meeting now form
themselves into an Association, to be called `The Football
Association.' " The names of those who were present will
show that there was then at least an honest desire on the
part of all who were concerned to prepare a code of rules
which would unite all football players under one common
and reliable head. The N.N.'s of Kilburn were represented
by Mr. Arthur Pember, who was subsequently elected the
first President of the Association; Barnes, by Mr. E. C.
Morley, who was for the first few years Hon. Secretary ;
the War Office Football Club sent Mr. E. Wawn ; the
Crusaders, Mr. H. T. Steward; the Forest club, Leytonstone,
Mr. J. F. Alcock ;the Crystal Palace club, Mr. F. Day.
The Rugby clubs, too, were hardly in a minority, as
Blackheath, Kensington School, Surbiton, Blackheath Proprietary School, Percival House (Blackheath) each sent
a delegate.
So far everything augured favourably for
the formation of a body which would secure the adhesion
of football players of every sect. The first election of
officers, too, was conducted in a broad spirit. Mr. Arthur
Pember, of the N.N.'s, who had taken aprominent part in
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the organization, as well as in the successful conduct of the
inaugural meeting, was, as already stated, appointed the
first President. Mr. E. C. Morley, of the Barnes club, also
well known on the Thames side as an amateur oarsman,
another supporter of what Imay term, for purposes of distinction, the dribbling game, had the distinction of being
chosen the first Hon. Secretary; while the adherents of the
Rugby game also had ashare in the original management.
in the selection of Mr. G. Campbell, of the Blackheath
club, to the post of Treasurer,
Constituted as the meeting was with afair representation
of both sides of football opinion, it is not to be wondered
at that the initial stages of the movement for federation
were marked by a certain amount of harmony. At that
time Eton, Winchester, Westminster, Harrow, Rugby, and
Charterhouse were recognized as the leading schools, and,
with aview to amalgamate, if possible, their six codes into
one uniform set of rules, the Hon. Secretary was instructed
to procure the opinions of the different captains on the best
means of adapting the various games to admit of a code
that would be generally satisfactory. At the same time, as
the result of a lengthy discussion, on November io, it was
resolved that the Hon. Secretary should draw up rules to be
submitted to asubsequent meeting on the following lines :-i. The length of the ground should not exceed aoo
yards.
z. The width of the ground should not exceed zoo
yards.
3. The goals should be defined by two upright posts,
without any tape or bar across the top of them.
4. That agoal should be scored whenever the ball was
kicked between the goal-posts or over the spaces between
their.
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5. That the goal-posts be 8yards apart.
6. That the game be commenced by a place-kick from
the centre of the ground.
7. The losing side should be entitled to the kick-oil.
& The goals should be changed after each goal is won.
g. That when the ball is out of bounds it should be
kicked or thrown in straight by the person who should first
touch it down.
The discussion of the proposed laws was a week later
resumed, and it was resolved that in addition to the rules
amended to be drawn up at the last meeting, the Hon.
Secretary should draw up rules to be submitted to a
subsequent meeting, to the effect that—
io. A player is "out of play" immediately he is in front
of the ball, and must return behind the ball as soon as
possible. If the ball is kicked by his own side past a
player, he may not touch or kick it, or advance until one
of the other side has first kicked it, or one of his own
side on a level with or in front of him has been able to
kick it:
ii. In case the ball goes behind the goal-line. If the
side to whom the goal belongs touches the ball down, one
of that side to be entitled to afree kick from the goal-line
opposite the place where the ball is touched down.
If
touched down by one of the opposite side, one of such
side shall be entitled to afree kick (place or drop) from a
point fifteen yards outside the goal-line opposite the place
where the ball is touched down.
12. A player is to be entitled to run with the ball in his
hands if he makes afair catch, or catches the ball on the
first bound.
r3. A player may be hacked on the front of the leg below
the knee while running with the ball.

IM;
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14. Tripping shall not be allowed except when running
with the ball.
15. A player may be held when running with the ball.
16. Hands shall not be used against an adversary except
when he is running with the ball.
17. A fair catch is to be when the ball is caught coming
directly off an adversary's foot or body.
A catch from
behind goal or out of touch is not afair catch.
18. Any player is to be allowed to charge another, provided
they are both in active play.
ig. No one wearing projecting nails, iron plates, or
gutta-percha on the soles or heels of his boots be allowed
to play.
ao. A player may pass the ball to another player if he
makes afair catch or takes the ball on the first bound.
I. A knock-on is from the hand only.
22. A fair catch is to entitle a player to afl-ce kick,
provided he makes a mark with his heel at once, and in
order to take such kick, the player may go as far back as
he pleases.
2 3. A goal is to be scored when the ball passes over the
space between the goal-posts at whatever height, not being
thrown, knocked on, or carried.
A glance at this experimental code will show, as Ihave
already said, that there was, at the inception of the Association, an honest intention on both sides to secure, if
possible, afusion of the two games in the general interest
of the game. The chief provisions of the rules in force at
Rugby were inserted with aview to aprobable compromise.
The goal was that in use at Harrow, without any cross-bar;
but there was a clause to admit of a free kick (place or
drop) in the event of a touch-down by the attacking side,
as well as one to allow a fair catch. Further than this,
I
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running with the ball in the case of afair catch or on the
first bound was allowed, and even the worst features of the
Rugby game, hacking and tripping when running with the
ball, were duly provided for.
Looking back by the light of subsequent experience, it
seems a pity that the spirit of mutual concession which
marked the first stage of the negotiations between the
fathers of the Association and Rugby games should not have
been maintained until the conferences were brought to a
satisfactory issue. It is difficult, tl?ough, at the same time,
Iam bound to confess, to see what compromise could have
been effected which would have ensured an amalgamation
of rules so utterly dissimilar in their main principles, with
one difference at least which seemed likely to prove an
obstacle to anything like apermanent settlement.
In the mean time, while the leaders of the two great
sects into which football players were practically divided,
were seeking, and earnestly, a basis for mutual agreement, representatives of the principal schools had met at
Cambridge with a similar object, to arrange rules which
should unite them all under one common head. Of the
committee appointed to draw up these rules, the Rev. R.
Burn, of Shrewsbury School, was the chairman. Eton was
represented by Messrs. R. H. Blake-Humfrey and W. F.
Trench; Rugby, by Messrs. W. R. Collyer and M. F. Martin;
Harrow, by Messrs. J. F. Prior and H. R. Williams; Marlborough, by Mr. W. P. Crawley; and Westminster, by Mr.
IV. S. Wright. In these rules a player touching the ball
down behind the
twenty-five yards
was no mention,
though there was
pushing with the

opposite line was allowed a free kick
straight out from the goal-line.
There
though, of running with the ball; and,
astipulation allowing charging, holding,
hands, tripping up, and running were

W
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strictly forbidden. It was, in reality, this Cambridge code
which proved to be the rock on which the supporters of the
two games split.
Still, before this it had been growing
more and more apparent that there was little or no possi.
bility of a fusion of the two conflicting interests. It was
not until the meeting of the Association, held on November
2 4,
186 3, however, that the irreconcilables came to an
actual rupture. A proposal, "That the rules of the Cambridge
University embrace the true principles of the game with the
greatest simplicity, and, therefore, that a committee be
appointed to enter into communication with the committee
of the University, to endeavour to induce them to modify
some of the rules which appear to the Association to be too
lax and liable to give rise to disputes," was declared to be
carried in preference to an amendment proposed by Mr:
Campbell on behalf of the Blackheath club, merely asserting
that the Cambridge rules were "worthy of consideration."
The rejection of this amendment was the first step in the
ultimate severance of the two parties upholding respectively
the dribbling and the running games. It was not, though,
until a fortnight later that the formal withdrawal of the
Blackheath club destroyed finally the last hope of afusion
of the rival interests.
Meanwhile, at ameeting held on December r, an objection was lodged by the representative of the Blackheath
to the confirmation of the previous minutes, on the ground
that the chairman bad taken the votes in favour of the
amendment above referred to, and not those against it, so
that the record of the meeting was not correct.
The
minutes, though, were confirmed, with the reservation in the
shape of aformal protest from the Blackheath division.
The question of "hacking" was the rock on which the
two parties struck. A proposition that the committee do

a
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insist on hacking in their communication with Cambridge
had been carried by abare majority of one vote, only to be
reversed in asubsequent conference.
The discussion at this same meeting of December r, 1863,
furnishes such strange reading by the light of public opinion
at the present time, that it will be of interest to recapitulate
some of the arguments that were adduced on the subject of
hacking, pro and con. The rules which practically caused
the disruption between the two sections were as follows :—
"9. A player shall be entitled to run with the ball towards
his adversaries' goal if he makes afair catch, or catches the
ball on the first bound; but in the case of afair catch, if he
makes his mark, he shall not then run.
" 10. If any player shall run with the ball towards his
adversaries' goal, any player on the opposite side shall be at
liberty to charge, hold, trip, or hack him, or wrest the ball
from him; but no player shall be held and hacked at the
same time."
Here was, in fact, the cause of the whole disagreement.
The Sheffield club, the earliest organization as far as Ican
find for the development of football, had just given in its
adhesion to the Association, at the same time, in offering its
opinion on the new code, expressing its disapproval of the
rules just given, especially of the second, which it declared
to be more suggestive of wrestling. The actual opposition,
though, was led by Mr. J. F. Alcock, captain of the Forest
Football Club, which was formed in 1859, and was practically
the first football combination in London on anything like
aproper basis. Mr. E. C. Morley, of the Barnes club, the
Hon. Secretary of the Association, however, opened the
attack wife the objection, that though he was of opinion that
hacking vas more dreadful in name and on paper than in
reality, if it were introduced no one who had arrived at
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years of discretion would play the game, and that, in consequence, it would be entirely relinquished to schoolboys.
Mr. Campbell's counterblast in favour of hacking was not
lacking in force, and it may be interesting to reproduce his
arguments verbatim.
"Hackin g," he said, "was the true football game, and if
you looked into the Winchester records you would find that
in former years men were so wounded, tha,: two of them were
actually carried off the field, and they allowed two others to
occupy their places and finish the game. Lately, however,
the game had become more civilized than that state of
things, which certainly was to acertain extent brutal. As
to not liking hacking as at present carried on, he thought
they had no business to draw up such arule at Cambridge,
and that it savoured far more of the feelings of those who
liked their pipes and grog or schnaps more than the manly
game of football. He was of opinion that the reason why
they objected to hacking was because too many of the
members of the clubs began late in life, and were too old
for that spirit of the game which is so fully entered into at
the public schools and by public schoolmen in after-life.
If you did away with hacking, he foretold that all the
courage and pluck of the game would be done away with;
and lie finally created great amusement by suggesting that
lie would bring over a lot of Frenchmen, who would beat
the exponents of the proposed code with aweek's practice."
Mr. Campbell's realistic feature of the delights of hacking,
however, did not seem to have any appreciable effect; and,
indeed, the rule providing a penalty for its practice was
carried by thirteen to four.
Intimation had meanwhile been given by those representing the non-contents that, in the event of the rejection of
the principle of hackin&, th.y Blackheath party would be
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compelled to secede, and the formal notification of the
withdrawal of the Blackheath club was duly made at the
following meeting, held at the Freemasons' Tavern on
December 8, 1863.
The new code adopted on that
occasion, while admitting for atry at goal, had disallowed
running with the ball and passing, as well as tripping and
hacking. The first of these was, of course, the raison d'etre
of the Rugby game, and the abolition of running would
have meant such aradical alteration in the constitution of
football, that it can hardly be asurprise to find those who
had been educated in the mysteries of that particular kind
of game opposed to a sweeping reform, which would have
reduced them to the necessity of unlearning the lessons of
their boyhood, and schooling themselves in a, to a great
extent, different game. The withdrawal of the Blackheath
club from the Football Association, December 8, 1863,
destroyed the last remaining hope of an assimilation of
existing differences. Since that time football players have
been divided into two great camps, the one favouring the
Association, the other the Rugby game, wide as the poles
asunder, though at the same time perfectly friendly rivals.
The code of December 8, 1863, the first issued by the
Football Association, will be interesting as indicative of
the comparatively slight changes that have been made in
the Association game since it first became popular thirty
years ago.
r. The maximum length of the ground shall be aoo
yards; the maximum breadth shall be 1oo yards; the
length and breadth shall be marked off with flags; and
the goal shall be defined by two upright posts, 8 yards
apart, without any tape or bar across them.
a. A toss for goals shall take place, and the game shall
be commenced by a place-kick from the centre of the
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ground by the side losing the toss. The other side shall not
approach within ten yards of the ball until it is kicked off.
3. After a goal is won, the losing side shall be entitled
to kick off, and the two sides shall change goals after each
goal is won.
4. A goal shall be won when the ball passes between
the goal-posts or over the space between the goal-posts (at
whatever height), not being thrown, knocked on, or carried.
5- When the ball is in touch, the first player who touches
it shall throw it from the point on the boundary line where
it left the ground in a direction at right angles with the
boundary line, and the ball shall not be in play until it has
touched the ground.
6. When a player has kicked the ball, any one of the
same side who is nearer to the opponent's goal-line is out
of play, and may not touch the ball himself, nor in any way
whatsoever prevent any other player from doing so until he
is in play; but no player is out of play when the ball is
kicked off from behind the goal-line.
7. In case the ball goes behind the goal-line, if a
player on the side to whom the goal belongs first touches
the ball, one of his side shall be entitled to afree kick from
the goal-line at the point opposite the place where the ball
shall be touched. If a player of the opposite side first
touches the ball, one of his side shall be entitled to afree
kick at the goal, only from a point fifteen yards outside the
goal-line, opposite the place where the ball is touched, the
opposing side standing within the goal-line until he has had
his kick.
8. If a player makes a fair catch, he shall be entitled
to a free kick, providing he claims it by making a mark
with his heel at once; and in order to take such kick he
may go as far back as he pleases, and no player on the
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opposite side shall advance beyond his mark until he has
kicked.
9. No player shall run with the ball.
io. Neither tripping nor hacking shall be allowed, and
no player shall use his hands to hold or push his adversary.
II. A player shall not be allowed to throw the ball or
pass it to another with his hands.
12. No player shall be allowed to take the ball from
the ground with his hands under any pretence whatever
while it is in play.
13. No player shall be allowed to wear projecting nails,
iron plates, or gutta-percha on the soles or heels of his
boots.
DEFINITION OF TERMS.
ERMS.
A PLACE KICK is a kick at the ball while it is on the
ground, in any position which the kicker may choose to
place it.
A FREE KICK is the privilege of kicking the ball,
without obstruction, in such manner as the kicker may
think fit.
A FAIR CATCH is when the ball is caught, after it has
touched the person of an adversary, or has been kicked or
knocked on by an adversary, and before it has touched the
ground or one of the side catching it; but if the ball is
kicked behind the goal-line, afair catch cannot be made.
HACKING is kicking an adversary.
TRIPPING is throwing an adversary by the use of the
legs.
HOLDING includes the obstruction of a player by the
hand or any part of the arm below the elbow.
TOUCH is that part of the field, on either side of the
ground, which is beyond the line of flags.
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CHAPTER IT,
THE GROWTH OF THE ASSOCIATION GAME.

As has been pointed out in the previous chapter, the formation of the Association as an independent body, with acode
of its own, practically dates from December 8, 1863. The
withdrawal of the Blackheath club meant the withdrawal of
all the clubs favouring Rugby rules, and their secession left
the management of the Association in the hands of those
who had advocated the adoption of the dribbling game. Mr.
Campbell had consented to retain the post of Treasurer
until the next annual meeting; and his retirement destroyed
the last link of union between the followers of the two
great schools of football. As aconsequence it was not long
before the few vestiges of the Rugby game, which had been
incorporated in the first code, framed by the executive of
the Association, were removed. At the very next general
meeting, held in February, 1866, the try at goal was displaced. The touch-down, though, was still retained for a
time, and in the event of no goals being scored, or an equal
number obtained by each side, amatch could be decided by
amajority of touch-downs. At the same time, with aview
apparently to secure the co-operation of Westminster and
Charterhouse, the strict off-side rule which had been in
force was modified to ensure uniformity in this essential
principle of the game. The adoption of the rule which
had prevailed at these two schools, which kept a player on
side as long as there were three of the opposite side between
him and the enemy's goal, removed, in fact, the one remaining bar to the establishment of one universal code
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for Association players in the south at least.
In the
north, Sheffield maintained a code of its own, and some
years elapsed before the Sheffield Association gave up
its own rules, and thereby gave the parent Association
undivided and undisputed control as the legislators of the
game.
Meanwhile, in the early part of 1866, asuggestion had been
received from the Hon. Secretary of the Sheffield club, that
amatch should be played between London and Sheffield.
The challenge, it is hardly necessary to add, was duly
accepted, and the match, the first of any importance under
the auspices of the Football Association, took place in
Battersea Park in the spring of 1866. The Wanderers,
practically a continuation of the Forest Football Club,
which changed its name in 1863, after four years of unbroken success; Barnes, Crystal Palace, and N.N.'s were
then the backbone of the Association game in the neighbourhood of London. These four clubs, indeed, between
them furnished the eleven which represented London. As
the names may be of interest, the Wanderers supplied four
—C. W. Alcock, R. D. Elphinstone, Quintin Hogg, and
J. A. Boyson ;Barnes three—J. K. Barnes, R. G. Graham,
and R. W. Willis; the
J. Baker, A. Pember, and
place, and that one the
position of goal-keeper,

N. N.'s the same number in A.
C. M. Tebbut; while the eleventh
most important, the responsible
was filled by a member of the

Crystal Palace club, Alec Morten, who for some years,
veteran though he was, had no superior between the
posts.
Mr. E, C. Morley, the first Hon. Secretary, in the interim
had been replaced by another member of the Barnes club,
in Mr. R. W. Willis, who in turn gave way to still athird
representative of Barnes in the person of Mr, R. G. Graham.
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The success which had attended the meeting between
London and Sheffield had contributed in no small measure
to increase the popularity of the Association game in London,
and the effects were visible in a considerable addition to
the number of clubs which declared allegiance to the
Association.
The winter of 1867, too, saw another step in the development of the game—the institution of County matches.
Middlesex at the time possessed alarge proportion of the
principal players within the Metropolitan area, and Middlesex was considered strong enough of itself to meet acombination of Surrey and Kent. It was a clever handicap,
too; for the match, which took place on November a, 1867,
in Battersea Park, instead of Beaufort House, the use of
which had been promised for the purpose, and, for some
unaccountable reason or other, withdrawn at the last
moment, ended, after a most stubbornly contested game,
in a draw without goals to either side.
A few months
later, Surrey and Kent met at the West London Running
Grounds, Brompton, a match which was the forerunner of
the Inter-County contests which have been continued with
increasing success down to the present date.
Even at this time the sphere of the Association was
very limited.
On January 1, 1868, only twenty-eight clubs
owned its jurisdiction.
These were the Amateur Athletic,
Barnes, Bramham College (Yorkshire), Charterhouse School,
Civil Service, C. C. C. (Clapham), Cowley School (Oxford),
Crystal Palace, Donington Grammar School (Lincolnshire),
Forest School (Walthamstow), Holt (Wilts), Hull College,
Hitchin, Kensington School, Leamington College, London
Scottish Rifles, London Athletic, Milford College (South
Wales), N. N.'s (Kilburn), Royal Engineers (Chatham),
Reigate, Sheffield, Totteridge Park (Herts), Upton Park,
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Wanderers, Westminster School, lVest Brompton College,
and Worlabye House (Roehampton).
The wants, too, of the Association were evidently of the
smallest, as at the general meeting held on February 26,
1868, it was deemed expedient to institute an annual subscription of five shillings, and a record on the minutes of
that same meeting is not without significance, containing as
it does the announcement that there were no funds in hand,
and no balance-sheet was read.
Still, by this time the Association had become firmly
established, and by the spring of 1870 it was already commencing to develop its resources. The month of February
in that year had seen the retirement of Mr. R. G. Graham
from the position of Hon. Secretary, and the election in his
stead of Mr. C. W. Alcock, who was subsequently replaced
by Mr. F. J. Wall, the present secretary. It was just about
this period, too, that the Sheffield Association decided to
assimilate its rules to those of the parent society—the only
step required to realize the long-expected hope of one code
of rules acknowledged by Association players throughout
the kingdom. In the first half of the seventies, indeed, the
Association was making history in bounds.
Another important event in the annals of the Association was foreshadowed during the summer of 1871. At a
meeting of the committee, held on July 20, in that year, it
was resolved, "That it is desirable that a Challenge Cup
should be established in connection with the Association,
for which all clubs should be invited to compete." The
idea was received with general favour; and at asubsequent
meeting, held on October 16, 1871, attended by, in addition
to the committee, representatives of the Royal Engineers,
Barnes, Wanderers, Harrow Chequers, Clapham Rovers,
Hampstead Heathens, Civil Service, Crystal Palace, Upton
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Park, Windsor House Park, and Lausanne clubs, the resolution was carried, "That a Challenge Cup be established,
open to all clubs belonging to the Football Association."
Owing to the fact that most of the fixture cards had been
completed for the season, the northern clubs were conspicuous by their absence. Sixteen clubs in all had entered,
and of these only two—Queen's Park Club, Glasgow,
and Donington Grammar School—came from north of
Hertfordshire.
Hitchin, the Royal Engineers, Reigate
Priory, Maidenhead, and Great Marlow were all outside
the Metropolitan radius; but the other eight—the Wanderers,
Harrow Chequers, Barnes, Civil Service, Crystal Palace,
Upton Park, the Clapham Rovers, and Hampstead Heathens
—were all within easy reach of the City, and all came fairly
under the category of London clubs.
The insertion in the first rule of a clause, giving the
committee the power to exempt provincial clubs from the
early tie drawings, enabled the Queen's Park club to come
up fresh to London as one of the four competitors in the
fourth round. Their opponents were the Wanderers, and
the match, the first of areally International character under
the Association rules, which was played at Kennington Oval,
ended in adraw. Unfortunately, they were unable to stay
in London to replay the game; and the Wanderers, who
thus qualified for the final, were successful in winning the
trophy for the first time, after a stiff contest with the
Royal Engineers, by one goal to none, though they had all
the best of the play.
Ispecially stated that the meeting between the Wanderers
and Queen's Park was the first which could be called a
bona' fide International match for aparticular reason. For
some time past there had been contests bearing the title of
England z
,
.Scotland in London, but, as amatter of fact, the
c
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eleven which represented Scotland was, in a great measure,
composed of players merely of Scotch extraction, and in some
cases, perhaps, of even less substantial qualifications. The
successful show made by the Queen's Park club against
the Wanderers in the competition for the Football Association Cup was, beyond a doubt mainly responsible for the
institution of an International match between England and
Scotland on a strict basis. The very suggestion of such a
contest under Association rules was quite enough to rouse
the ire of the Rugby players north of the Tweed. At the
time, indeed, the Rugby game was paramount in Scotland.
,All the principal clubs played according to Rugby rules,
and, in fact, the Queen's Park eleven was the only combination, Ithink Iam right in saying, in the country which
had adopted the Association game. The captains of the
Scotch Rugby clubs were determined, too, not to have their
rights usurped without at least a protest. A letter, signed
by representatives of the leading clubs in Glasgow and
Edinburgh, appeared in the Scotsnaan newspaper, pointing
out the absurdity of Scotland taking part in an International
match under rules which were not in favour with the bulk of
Scottish football players. There was, of course, agood deal
of sense in the objection ;but, as was only to be expected,
it did not have any effect in checking the advance of the
Association game. On the contrary, the opposition only
gave anew zest to the efforts of the promoters of the movement, and the preliminaries were not only ratified, but the
match duly decided at Glasgow on November 30, 1872.
The game, which was played on the ground of the West of
Scotland Cricket Club in Glasgow, proved to be singularly
well contested, and, in fact, the two elevens were so very
evenly weighted, that at the end of an hour and a half
neither had been able to secure a goal. The- Football
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Association could hardly have had a better advertisement,
and the enterprise of those who had been mainly responsible
for the ratification of the match was fully rewarded by the
great impetus it gave to the diffusion of Association rules
throughout the west of Scotland. A return match was
brought off at the end of the same season at Kennington
Oval, when England won by four goals to one. Since that.
time only one fixture has been made for each winter, with
a great advantage to Scotland, who, until the last twenty
years, had an almost uninterrupted sequence of victories.
The satisfactory completion of this first International
match marked a new,era in Association football, and the
effects were, as was only to be expected, far-reaching. In
Scotland the Rugby game soon found itself faced by a
formidable rival. New clubs were formed in all parts,
with every sign of vitality. On every available open space
youngsters found amusement in urging the flying ball, so
that there was aconstant accession of likely players to disseminate the game all over the country. The development
of the Association game in Scotland was indeed extraordinary; and in the course of afew years the enthusiasm
of the Queen's Park club had worked such a wonderful
effect, that the Rugby element, which had for so long enjoyed a monopoly of Scotch football, was already in a
minority.
By this time the future of the Association game was well
assured.
The fusion of the Sheffield Association rules
with those of the parent body removed the last remaining obstacle in the way of a universal code for players of
that way of thinking. Since then, though the constitution
of the Association has undergone several, and most of them
important, changes, the game itself remains very much the
game it was, with only some very slight modifications, with
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the object of repressing the excess of zeal which has been,,
perhaps, the rational outcome of the growth of the game
and of the keen competition which has followed the rapid
development of football during the last few years. The
changes in the constitutign of the Association, and the chief
events which have marked the devolution of Association
football, will form material for aspecial chapter,

CHAPTER III,
THE PROGRESS OF THE ASSOCIATION.
THE withdrawal of the party which affected the Rugby
game, following so closely as it did on the well-meant
attempt of those who were chiefly responsible for the foundation of the Football Association to devise a code which
should be acceptable to both parties, naturally retarded the
advance of the Association. For some time the policy of
those who guided its destinies in its infancy was mainly of a
passive kind. The first object was to conciliate the different
schools which had shown themselves averse to the adoption
of Rugby rules. It was not an easy task to incorporate
the many different varieties of the dribbling game then in
vogue in one comprehensive scheme. The work was necessarily slow, and for several years the history of the Association was singularly uneventful. By degrees, though, the
process of absorption took effect; and as year by year the
influence of the Association extended, there was a corresponding willingness among those who had before adhered
to their own particular variation of the game to recognize
the importance, if not the necessity, of auniform set of rules,
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Prominent among those who helped to consolidate the
Association in its early days, and to establish it on a
permanent basis, may be mentioned three keen football
players—Messrs. Arthur Pember, the captain of the N.N.'s;
E. C. Morley, the ruling spirit of the Barnes club; and
J. Forster Alcock, captain of the Forest club, Leytonstone.
It was in a great measure, indeed, to the indefatigable
efforts of these three gentlemen at the outset of its career
that the Association was able to surmount the numerous
difficulties which interfered for atune with its advancement.
The requirements of more important work soon compelled
Mr. Morley to give up the position of Hon. Secretary, to
which he had been elected at the inaugural meeting, in
favour of Mr. R. W. Willis, as previously stated.
The
former, though, continued to do good work as one of the
committee, and, on the retirement of Mr. Pember, he was
unanimously elected to fill the highest office, that of President. At that time the committee only consisted of four
members, and in the early part of 1867 the affairs of the
Association were managed by a directorate of six, composed
of the President ; the Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, a
dual office; and the committee, consisting of Messrs. C. W.
Alcock, of the Wanderers ; W. J. Cutbill, of the Crystal
Palace; W. Chesterman, of Sheffield; and R. W. Willis, of
Barnes, who had just before given up the post of Hon.
Secretary.
The earliest revision of the rules saw the abolition of the
free kick, and though a provision was at first inserted
allowing a player to stop the ball with his hands, it was
soon afterwards removed, as was, indeed, everything that
could by any chance be considered to savour of the Rugby
game. An attempt by the Sheffield club to introduce rouges,
after the fashion of the Eton field game, met with no favour;
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and a modification of the strict off-side rule so as to snake
any one on side provided the goalkeeper alone was between
them and the opposite goal, also proposed by Sheffield,
was equally unsuccessful. Though the proposition of the
Sheffield club just mentioned, which practically did away
with on side altogether, was not in sympathy with the
feelings of the majority of the clubs which at that time
constituted the Football Association, it none the less for
a long time retained its popularity with those who were
responsible for the management of the Sheffield Association.
For nearly ten winters, indeed, it formed perhaps the only
important point of divergence between the rules of the
parent society and the oldest, as well as the most loyal,
of its affiliated Associations. The matches between London
and Sheffield were originally played twice during the season,
in London and Sheffield, according to the respective rules
in force in each district. Subsequently, though, the fixtures
became so popular, that it was deemed advisable to add
still a third contest of a mixed character, in one half of
which London rules—i.e. those of the Football Association
—governed the play, and the other conducted in accordance
with the code of the Sheffield Association. Such an anomalous and unsatisfactory arrangement one would have thought
could only have been of brief duration. Still, the Sheffield
players were not easily persuaded to yield the few points in
which their game differed from that of the central and
administrative body of Association football. It was not, in
fact, till the year 1876 that the rules of the Sheffield Association were brought into complete agreement with those
of the original foundation, and the last obstacle in the way
of auniversal code for the regulation of Association players
was removed.
It must not be assumed, though, that the committee of
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the Football Association were directly or indirectly responsible, as might perhaps be inferred from my remarks, for
the arrangement or control of these early matches between
London and Sheffield. They had systematically declined
to recognize any modification of the rules.
An offer of
the Sheffield Association for a home and home match was,
indeed, refused solely for this reason ;and achallenge from
the Cambridge University Association Football Club, to
play a match under the rules of that Association, was also
declined.
On similar ground, overtures had also been
made in 1871, on behalf of the South Derbyshire Association,
for a conference of the two bodies with aview to amalgamation; but this proposition met with the same lack of
encouragement. Until the fusion of the Sheffield Association with the parent society, the selection and management
of the London team was wholly and solely in private hands,
and the fixtures had in no way the official impress of the
Football Association.
Meanwhile, the establishment of a Challenge Cup, open
to all clubs belonging to the Association, had, as already
stated, given a great stimulus to the game. Instituted in
1871, through the initiative mainly of a few of the more
influential of the Metropolitan clubs, it was not long before
the Cup took a much wider scope. In the first code of
rules the holders were only required to take part in the final
match ;but this provision was only in force for one year,
and, subsequently, the club winning the Cup had to fight
its way through the competition the same as the other
entrants, until quite recently, when aqualifying competition
was instituted to weed out the smaller clubs.
Though the introduction of Association football into
Lancashire about the same period as the establishment of
the Cup, the first of an innumerable succession of trophies
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of a similar kind, was a mere coincidence and in no way
connected, it is curious, considering the conspicuous part
Lancashire clubs have played in the competition of late
years, that their origin should have been coeval.
The paternity of the Association game in Lancashire
may be claimed by Mr. J. C. Kay, an old Harrovian, who
subsequently made himself a reputation in another branch
of sport, as a lawn tennis player of no small ability,
as well as manager of perhaps the best organized lawn
tennis meeting in the kingdom—that which takes place
annually on the ground of the Liverpool Cricket Club.
Educated at Harrow, it was only natural that the primitive
game in use in Lancashire should have been based very
much on the eccentric admixture of different codes to which
young Harrow had been used for generation after generation. The introduction of the Association game into Lancashire was, in fact, in a very great measure the work of
an old Harrovian, as, some twenty years before, the initiation of the movement which practically led to the revival
of football on a proper basis was to aconsiderable extent
the work of a few keen athletes who had graduated at his
School. To East Lancashire, in particular, belongs the
credit of fostering the game in its infancy, as well as of
assisting in the development which has resulted in making
Lancashire one of the most powerful influences in Association
football. Bolton, Ibelieve, was the first place which took at
all kindly to the new sport, and, under Mr. Kay's watchful
eye, the Harrow game, or perhaps as near a reproduction
as could be devised to suit local requirements, for a time
supplied all the wants of the lads who were undergoing
their novitiate in football. Practice took place in the evenings, and, in fact, the game was of a very primitive kind,
followed after the hard work of the day had been com.
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pleted. It was not long, though, before an attempt was
made to evolve something like system out of the rough
efforts of these pioneers of Lancashire football. The first
result of this organization, I have reason to believe, was
the Bolton Wanderers club, which has outlived the many,
and some of them excellent, changes through which football has gone during the last quarter of acentury, and still
remains a power in the land; in fact, one of the most
influential combinations of the same kind in the north of
England.
But to return to the Cup, which has had such amaterial
effect on the development of the Association. There has
been, and still is, a large section, even of the best friends
and supporters of football, who take exception to Cup
competitions. Their objection of course is, not to the Cup
itself, but to its surroundings, or rather to its accompaniments, or to what they are used to call its incidental evils.
The good folk who hold these opinions have, it must be
admitted, acertain amount of reason to support their arguments. But their policy is at the best one of ultramarine,
the bluest of the blue, the policy of Conservatism of the
most pronounced type.
Their contention is, in the main, that Cup competitions
give rise to an excessive rivalry.
According to their
notions the stimulus they give is not conducive to the real
interests of the game.
On the contrary, the desire to
secure possession of, or even to gain aprominent place in
the struggle for, the Cup, they impute, introduces an unhealthy feeling, which not only tempts the clubs to make
the well-being of the game subservient to their own particular interests, but tends to lower the general standard of
morality among those who compete. There could hardly be
amore sweeping indictment, and were there any real justifi-
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cation, public opinion, one would have thought, would have
asserted itself in unmistakable terms in disapproval. The
evils which are supposed to follow in the train of Cup competitions, according to those who view them with disfavour,
had they been actual, would indeed have long since produced
the abolition instead of the increase of Cups all over the
kingdom. As amatter of fact, though, the dangers of which
these good people prate" are more visionary than real ;at
least, they have not as yet assumed atangible shape. The
opponents. of this class of football call to mind Hamlet's
familiar expression, "The lady doth protest too much,
methinks."
That Cups give rise to more than ordinary interest is a
practical truth of which those who assisted in the institution
of the original trophy have had abundant and increasing
evidence year after year. It is only the excessive multiplication of Cups which seems to have produced any general
feeling of dissatisfaction. The fear of inordinate betting,
which it was predicted would inevitably follow the establishment of such competitions, has, as far as a lengthy and
intimate knowledge of the ~working of one of the most important of them gives any weight, not by any means been
realized. Nor has there been shown to have been any
reason for the assumption that participation in aCup competition would tend ipso facto to deaden the sensibilities or
susceptibilities of either the managers of clubs or the players.
So far at least as the experience of over thirty years goes,
the trial of the Football Association Cup has been acomplete refutation of the arguments of those who were opposed
to its inception from the reasons referred to. The disadvantages have been few; the advantages, on the other hand, roan
and undeniable. No one, of course, will deny that, were
the supervision lax, the outcome of the keen rivalry engen-
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dered would be abuses of the kind indicated by those who
cannot see any good in developing the game by such means.
Whatever, however, may be urged to their disadvantage,
the fact remains beyond dispute that where Cup competitions have been introduced football has not only increased
in popularity, but new clubs have sprung up and, as anatural
consequence, players have multiplied. The extraordinary
development of the Association game during the last fifteen
years is beyond all doubt attributable in a very great
measure to the influence of the Cup. It is something more
than a coincidence, too, that the Rugby game is nowhere
more popular than in the Midlands, one of the few districts
where Rugby rules are predominant in which aCup competition has been carried on with any energy.
Whether after atime Cups do not outlive the good they
originally did, is a point outside the scope of the general
argument that they have amaterial effect in encouraging the
game, and stimulating the players when encouragement and
stimulant are needed. If you seek the measure of the good
the Football Association Cup has done to disseminate as
well as to consolidate the game, you have only to look
around. Nor, as far as one can see, is there the smallest evidence to show that either those who play or the public which
support football are suffering from asurfeit in this particular
direction. On the contrary, where such competitions have
been conducted on proper lines there has been no diminution of interest, and indeed the older trophies, though insignificant by comparison with those of recent date, both in
value and appearance, still hold their own with the best of
those of later growth. The development of the game in
Hampshire, and still more recently in Kent, would not have
been so rapid, or have attained such proportions so quickly,
had it not been for the spirit of rivalry engendered by the
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judicious introduction of aspirit of competition, which not
only gave astimulus to the clubs already formed in populous
towns like Chatham and Woolwich, but also emboldened
the more ardent spirits in the outlying districts to form
aggregations of players not unfrequently scattered over a
wide area who would probably have had no chance of consolidation, unless by very slow process, but for the extraneous
influences which necessitated the adoption of a system of
combination, the outcome of the same spirit of rivalry which
has made Inter-County or International matches the keenest
of all contests.
Ihave gone into the subject of Cup competitions and
their effects on the game at some length, because it must be
conceded that for good or evil they have played an important part in the history of Association football. Nor will
any one, Ifancy, be bold enough to dispute that the institution
of the parent Cup in 1863 was practically the initiation of
a new policy which had very important bearings on the
future of the game.
A record of Association football without some attempt to
revive the memories of those who worked so hard to assure
the early success of the Football Association Cup, and
thereby to lay the foundation of the prosperity of the
Association, would be utterly incomplete. The events which
led to the inception of the trophy have been already referred to, the names of the clubs to whom its institution
was practically due have been given. At that time the
Wanderers monopolized the cream of the public school and
University players for some years. To have graduated at
one of the leading schools or at one of the two great
Universities was an essential qualification for membership,
though the rules were subsequently relaxed so as to admit
of the introduction of alimited number of outsiders.
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In the earlier days of the Cup the Wanderers were really
the most influential body in Association football, and their
record was one of exceptional brilliance. In the first seven
years after the Cup was constituted it was held by the
Wanderers five times; and though they won it outright by
three successive victories in 1876, 1877, and 1878, they
returned it to the Association, which thereupon framed a
rule enacting that it shall never become the permanent
property of any team.
The gradual enrolment of clubs composed exclusively
of old public school boys struck at the very roots of the
Wanderers' constitution; and, though it still continues in
name, it ceased to be a power, and, indeed, was practically disbanded some years ago. Since its disappearance,
though the Old Etonians, Clapham Rovers, and Carthusians
have each had the distinction of holding it, latterly the
possession of the Cup has been in the hands of northern
teams mainly composed of professional players. The Blackburn Rovers, emulating the achievement of the Wanderers,
won it three times in succession (in 1884, 1885, and 1886) ;
and that club secured it subsequently in 18go and 18gr,
making five times in all, equalling in this, too, the record
of the Wanderers. Since the latter year the Cup has, with
one notable exception, been held by Midland or Northern
clubs. Aston Villa's victory, in 1905, was their fourth up to
date. Tottenham Hotspurs, who won in rgo rafter adrawn
game, is the only Southern team that has won it since 1882,
although Southampton were the runners-up in lgoo and
1go2, and in the latter year only went down after adrawn
game.
Unfortunately, Aston Villa's recollections of the early
Cup fights must always be dimmed by one unpleasant
inemory.

This was the theft of the original Cup from a
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shop window in Birmingham while it was in their possession as holders in 1905. As all attempts to recover it or
to trace those who stole it were futile, the only alternative
for the Football Association was to provide areplica, which
is the trophy for which clubs compete and have competed
for the last ten years. Though they did not get home in
the first year of the new Cup, Aston Villa secured hold of
it in 1897, and again in 1905, Of the winners in the
middle ages of the cup, though comparisons are proverbially
odious, the Preston North End team of 1889 stand out
perhaps most conspicuously by reason of their all-round
football. Like Aston Villa eight winters later, they won
the League Championship, then just instituted, without
losing amatch, in 1889, and also the Football Association
Cup without having a goal scored against them. Though
latterly they have not been able to reproduce the brilliant
form they showed under the watchful eye of their great
supporter, Mr. Sudell, the memories of their consistently
fine football two decades or so ago are still fresh. What
ahold the Cup final has on the football public as aspectacle
cannot be better illustrated than by amere mention of the
fact that no less than 1io,802 persons visited the Crystal
Palace in 19oI to see Tottenham Hotspurs, the ultimate
winners, and Sheffield United play adrawn game.
Incidental reference to Preston North End's double first
in 1889 recalls the formation of the Football League, the
creation of alife-long worker in Association football, Mr. W.
McGregor, early that season. What an important part the
League system has played in the economy of modern football can hardly be fully discussed in what is primarily a
practical treatise on the game. It certainly came originally
to supply a general and obvious want in the shape of a
competition of continuous interest, and not like the F. A.
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Cup, with aglorious uncertainty to all the clubs concerned.
No history of Association football would be complete if full
justice were not done to the great influence of the League,
and the hundreds of kindred combinations founded on the
same lines and carried on with such remarkable success all
over the country.
Another movement which has done much to consolidate
the Association game was the institution of the Amateur
Cup competition. For reasons best known to themselves,
a section of the more influential of the southern amateur
teams, notably the Old Boys' clubs, have latterly held aloof
from the competition. One would have thought, in the
interests of the game, they would have been the most keen
to encourage. Still, there are signs that the Amateur Cup
may yet thoroughly fulfil its mission, and the entries during
the last two or three years have shown agreat improvement
in quality as well as quantity. The policy of the F. A. in
instituting international matches for amateurs with the other
European nations will, too, undoubtedly lead to the development and consolidation of amateur football.

CHAPTER IV.
THE FOOTBALL OF TO-DAY,
THOUGH the requirements necessary to attain excellence on
the football field are in the main precisely the same to-day
as they were twenty years ago, the whole character of the
game is as different as the old style of the Rugby game,
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with its heavy forwards and its wearisome scrummages, is to
the new order, with. its rapid changes, its lighter and faster
forwards, its looser scrummages, and the recent development of passing among the backs, which has added so
much to the popularity of Rugby rules during the last few
years. Pluck, energy, weight, and quickness of decision
are quite as valuable attributes for the football player as
they ever were. The evolution of football, though, has
necessitated not only a revision of the general system of
play, but an entire rearrangement of the whole principle of
the game—a complete alteration in the distribution of the
players, as well as in the composition of the eleven. In
the old times there were infinitely more opportunities for
the exhibition of individual skill, and in some respects
perhaps an Association match of thirty years ago was more
interesting to watch for that particular reason. A skilful
dribbler was then by no means ararity; on the contrary, to
dribble well was one of the chief ends of a forward's football education. It was necessary, as well, to be a good
shot at goal, and these two qualities were essential to the
attainment of any great degree of excellence as a forward
in the sixties, and, in fact, until well into the seventies.
The arrangement of an eleven in those times was directed
rather to strengthen the attack than to procure a stout
defence. The tendency was certainly to favour the forwards
rather than to encourage the backs. The formation of a
team as arule, indeed, was to provide for seven forwards,
and only four players to constitute the three lines of
defence. The last line was, of course, the goal-keeper,
and in front of him was only one full back, who had again
before him but two half-backs, to check the rushes of the
opposite forwards. Under the old style of play this formation was not so dangerous -ts it might appear to any
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one of the modern school of football. Dribbling had been
chiefly encouraged at the schools, from which the game
sprang, and purely individual play remained for along time
one of the chief features of an Association match. There
was some little attempt at passing, of course, but a good
dribbler stuck to the ball as long as he could, especially if
he saw a reasonably good chance of outrunning the three
backs, who formed the only obstacles he had to over.
come. Long runs were frequent, and as a consequence
individual skill was in agreat measure the source of afootball reputation.
To be agood dribbler was the Alpha and Omega of the
forward's creed in the early days of Association football.
At the same time it must not be understood that he was
unprovided with support in case of any obstruction in the
course of a run. There was the provision, of course, of
backing up, i.e. of aplayer who followed up the ball ready
either to receive the ball if it were passed to him, or to
hustle or ward off any interference by the opposite forwards
or backs. Still, at the best, backing-up existed more in
theory than practice. The dribbler, indeed, lingered long
on the football field; in fact, some time after he had ceased
to be apotential factor in the game. Even as late as the
commencement of the eighties--though some years before
the forwards had been reduced to admit of an addition to
the defence in the shape of asecond full back—the advantages of dribbling were still represented in forcible terms
by one of the earliest instructors in the art of football.
This is apart of the advice he gave to forwards in the winter
of 1878 :—
"A really first-class player—I am now addressing myself
solely to those who play up—will never lose sight of the
ball, at the same time keeping his attention employed in
D
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spying out any gaps in the enemy's ranks, or any weak
points in the defence, which may give him a favourable
chance of arriving at the coveted goal. To see some
players guide and steer a ball through acircle of opposing
legs, turning and twisting as occasion requires, is a sight
not to be forgotten; and this faculty or aptitude for guiding
the ball often places aslow runner on an equal footing with
one much speedier of foot. Speed is not an indispensable
ingredient in the formation of a good dribbler,' though
,undoubtedly fleetness of foot goes far to promote success.
Skill in dribbling, though, necessitates something more than
a go-ahead, fearless, headlong onslaught on the enemy's
citadel; it requires an eye quick at discovering a weak
point, and `nous' to calculate and decide the chances of
asuccessful passage."
The footballer of to-day will bear with us, it is to be hoped,
in the attempt to portray, for the benefit of posterity, atype
of the old school—"a poor player," to use Macbeth's phrases,
"that struts and frets his hour upon the stage, and then is
heard no more." The quotation just given from the "Football Annual" will show that even then, when the seventies
were on the wane, the dribbler's occupation was rapidly going,
and that he was steadily undergoing aprocess of absorption
in the general reconstruction of the football field.
An important alteration in the rules, enacting that the ball
ought to be thrown out from touch in any direction instead
of, as hitherto, thrown out straight, carried in 1877, marked a
new era in the history of Association football. Mention is
made incidentally of this change, because, though it did not
become law without strenuous opposition all along the line,
it tended to make the game so much faster, that it really,
in some measure, helped to expedite the material revolution that was taking place in the Association game. It
I
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was at least contemporaneous with the first sign of the
transition through which football was passing.
"What
was ten or fifteen years ago the recreation of a few," to
quote again from the "Football Annual" of 1878, "has
now become the pursuit of thousands—an athletic exercise,
carried on under astrict system and, in many cases, by an
enforced term of training, almost magnified into a profession." Here was the first note of the transformation the
game was slowly undergoing, and the "Annual" plaintively
called attention to the old football fogies, as likely to "recall
with no small satisfaction the days when football had not
grown to be so important as to make umpires necessary,
and the `gate the first subject of consideration."'
In one respect, however, the "Football Annual" was
obliged to admit that the alteration in the method of playing
the Association game had been, to use its own words, "of
infinite good, in that it had merged the individual in the
side." Even then "passing," which had been first introduced in any degree of perfection in the early matches
between London and Sheffield, had been slowly but surely
ousting the dribbler. Individual excellence ceased to be
the aim of the forward, and in its place a captain wisely
directed his attention to the inculcation of united action.
Mechanical precision was cultivated, and the extent of the
combination of ateam came to be the measure of its success
or failure. Still, it was some time before the players in the
south took really kindly to the new style of game.
To
them football was still an amusement uninfluenced by any
considerations of "gate," and with true Conservatism they
stuck to the old system, I am bound to admit, long after
it had outlived its-reputation. Even the example of the
Scotch teams which visited London had been thrown away,
and the systematic adjustment of the forwards in vogue
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with the Queen's Park, the Vale of Leven, and others of the
leading Scotch clubs, failed for some time to make any impression on the general body of footballers in the South of
England.
The rearrangement of an eleven so as to suit the alteration
in the general method of play, as Ihave said, proved to be a
very slow process. The main object of the new reforms was
to strengthen the defence without sacrificing to any extent
the offensive powers of ateam. As it was, the introduction
of the passing game revolutionized the forward play to such
adegree, that it was quite possible to spare one of the forwards without materially weakening the attack.
The formation of an eleven in the early days of Association
football was apremium on forward play, and the backs were
for along time, to all intents and purposes, ignored. To be
agood dribbler, as well as asafe, short passer, was the perfection of art when the game was in its infancy. It is hardly to
be wondered at that this should have been the highest possible development of football at the time, for the bulk of the
players were merely carrying out asystem which had been
inculcated at the public schools. Under the original constitution, indeed, there was little to encourage the cultivation
of defensive play. At first an eleven was constituted of
eight forwards, one back, one half-back, and agoal-keeper;
and even at a later date, where there was practically no
offside the player who had charge of the posts had about as
thankless a position as it would be possible to conceive.
This method of distributing the players, however, did
not last very long.
It soon became evident that the
policy was not the most conducive to the best interests
of the game. A player possessed of great pace, as well
as capable of working the ball with any degree of dexterity, when he once got away, had practically little or
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no obstruction to overcome, and if, in addition to the
qualities named, he was a fairly sure shot when in front
of goal, in amajority of cases arun could be counted on
to result in a certain score. Time, however, has changed
all that.
The first move in this direction was the withdrawal of the
third centre to furnish a second full-back—an absolute
necessity—to meet the additional strain on the defence
caused by the development of the passing system. The
adoption of the extra full-back for a time satisfied the
requirements of the older school of football players at least.
Some time, indeed, elapsed before there was any movement in
the direction of afurther limitation of the forwards. So late
as 1874 the original arrangement of an eleven, consisting of
seven forwards, two half-backs, afull-back, and agoal-keeper,
was still in force; and the writer of an article on the Association game, published not very long since, pointed out that
this was the principle on which the two elevens were constituted in the Inter-University match of that year. The
appearance of the second full-back was an afterthought, at
least in England; and it was not until the following winter
that he came to be regarded as a recognized appendage
to an eleven.
Meanwhile the principal Scotch clubs had already begun
to see the importance of still greater reform, to meet
the change which had gradually been altering the whole
tone of the game.
They had long before tried, and
successfully, the practice of systematic passing, and the
disappearance of the dribbler was the logical outcome of
the change. Under the new dispensation it was necessary
that the eleven should work on adefinite system, and with
a mechanical precision which had hitherto been unknown.
Each player had his allotted station; he was, in fact, an
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integral part of a machine which could not work smoothly
unless every section was fitted to a nicety and the gear
properly adjusted.
So far the reformers were satisfied with a fairly equal
distribution of the attack and the defence, and for some
time the general practice was to constitute an eleven of
six forwards and five backs.

As the principle of passing,

however, came to be more fully understood, and the attack
grew more open, it became more and more evident that the
first line of defence was even yet hardly sufficient to cope
with the increased rapidity of the game.

As the dribbler

pure and simple became extinct, and the individual gradually
became absorbed in the general mechanism of the side, the
I

selfish player not only grew at first to be an object of
distrust, but practically in course of time ceased to have
a place in the internal economy of football.
however,

from the era of

The transition,

the individual player to the

adoption of a constructive combination, gave rise to many
interesting experiments of different kinds.
2

The Queen's Park team were the first to demonstrate the
possibilities of combination.

In the main they favoured a

.system of short passing, and it was in a great measure the
readiness with which the Scotch players adapted themselves
to the new idea that enabled Scotland to show to so much
greater advantage in its International matches with England
for many years.

At the same time the credit of introducing

passing must not be ascribed altogether to the Scotchmen.
The rules affected by the Sheffield Association gave rise to
a loose and disjointed game, which directly encouraged the
adoption of a certain kind of passing, and, in fact, the main
feature of the general play of Sheffield teams was the transmission of the ball from one player to another, according to

their stations, arranged on a definite plan.
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The example of the Sheffield players was not lost on their
neighbours, and combination of some kind or other was
cultivated in other of the northern districts. East Lancashire had meanwhile taken up the Association game with
enthusiasm. Just about the time when passing began to be
considered essential to the success of a team, Blackburn
furnished two clubs, both of which played an important part
in the competition for the Football Association Cup. As
far as Ican remember, the first English team to give any
exhibition of asystematic passing game in London was the
Blackburn Olympic, when they won the Cup in the spring of
1883 at the Oval. The tactics of the Olympic were altogether
different to those which had found favour with the Scotchmen,
and though they demonstrated anew possibility, it was not
of akind to secure the approval of southern players. Their
game was an alternation of long passing and vigorous
rushes, which, effectual enough as it proved as a novelty,
and under the favourable circumstances of that particular
match, did not impress the majority of southern players
as likely to be the best possible style of play under every
conceivable condition of ground and weather.
I have been at some pains to show the chief incidents
which marked the evolution of the Association game. The
leaders in the movement which gave rise to the scientific
game of to-day were, as Ihave already stated, Queen's Park
in Scotland and the Sheffield players on this side of the
Tweed. The next move—and the most important of the
many changes which have taken place in the formation of
ateam—though, was essentially the work of English' rather
than of Scotch footballers.
For some time before its
adoption the idea of athird half-back had been urged, and
with pertinacity, by some of the best judges of the game,
The northern clubs, who were the first to take kindly to
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the passing game, had been steadily strengthening their
teams by the help of players from the other side of the
Tweed. They had been gradually assuming apreponderance
in the working of the Association as well; and, in fact, the
old order of football had been changing, giving place to
new. So far as the game itself went, the result was abenefit
rather than a disadvantage to Association football. The
Northerners had been at least foremost in the movement
which led to the latest defensive formation, the removal of
the second centre forward to occupy a position as centre
half-back, apost akin to that taken in the Eton game by
the flying man. It was realized that this generally was the
most responsible place in the field perhaps, if only from the
fact that to fill it properly requires acombination of offensive
as well as defensive skill, acapacity for attack as well as a
power of defence sufficient to keep the opposite forwards
1t bay, and to prevent them as much as possible from getting
within shooting distance of his own goal.
The credit of the introduction of the principle of combination, of which the third half-back was the keystone,
belongs, as I have already said, to English players. The
movement in reality originated with some of the leading
amateurs in the South of England. The first team to bring
the theory of combination into practice, or at least to
carry it out to any degree of perfection, was the Cambridge
University eleven some twenty years ago. The practical
outcome of the exhibition given by Cambridge in 1883 was
ageneral acknowledgment of the merits of the new formation.
In this connection it is worthy of remark that the Scotch
players were the most backward in accepting the third halfback, who is now considered an essential to every properly
constituted eleven. The improvement in the game generally,
the result of the adoption of a policy of combination, was
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not long in taking effect on the English players, and,
indeed, it is worthy of note that, since the third half-back
was introduced in 1884, though the Scotchmen have been
able to claim the majority of victories in their International
matches with England, the positions have been changed to
such an extent, that in point of actual play the advantage
has been decidedly on the side of England.
Indeed, in the twenty-three snatches which were played
from 1884 to 1906 inclusive, England has abare majority
of victories, havin g won nine times to eight. How far the
quality of Association football in general has been improved
by the, as many think, grandmotherly legislation of late:
years must be amatter of opinion. The great competition
among the richer clubs to secure a strong side regardless
of all expense, has been naturally a distribution of the
better players over awider area, and aconsequent levelling
up of the game all over the country. On the other hand,
the whole trend of legislation of late years has been to
whittle down any survival of the robust methods which
made football astrenuous exercise, with the result certainly of
no advantage to the game as a whole. The glorification of
the mechanical at the expense of the physical element in
individual play has had the effect of developing an ultra
scientific game which, in the matter of attack at all events,
is most ludicrous and certainly by comparison most ineffective. A happy mean in this as well as in other things
represents the best solution.
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CHAPTER V.
MODERN FOOTBALL, AND HOW TO PLAY IT.
FROM what has already been written, it will be understood
that in the accepted formation of an Association eleven,
according to modern notions, the main idea is to equalize
as much as possible the attack and the defence. The halfbacks, if they appreciate the full measure of their responsibilities, have in a great measure an offensive as well as a
defensive mission ;and indeed the middle half in particular
has it in his power to be of very great assistance in acting as
akind of extra centre forward. He ought, in fact, to feed
the wings, when occasion arises, very much as the centre
does, and, if thoroughly up to his duties, ought to be quite
the most useful man in the team.
It is difficult at present to anticipate any evolution which
can produce a better or more perfect combination. The
eleven, it will be understood, therefore, is formed of five
forwards—two players on each wing, one centre; and six to
constitute the defence—three half-backs forming the first
line, two full backs behind them, and last of all the goalkeeper, on whom falls the task of checking the final assault.
Perhaps, though, it will give a better idea of the arrangement, and indeed of the general adjustment, of the football
field if Igive asketch of its formation.
The whole secret of success in football lies, it is almost
superfluous to add, in the measure of ateam's combination.
A club eleven composed of entirely mediocre players will
generally make a good show against, if it does not actually
beat, a coalition of members of different bodies of vastly
superior capacity individually.

There is no royal road to
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football, and the first lesson that a young footballer must
take to heart and learn thoroughly is unselfishness. It is
essential that he should grasp as the fundamental principle
of the game a complete abnegation of self in the interests
of the side. He is, as Ihave said, asection of a machine
which cannot act properly unless even the minutest part
does its work to anicety and in harmony. A selfish player,
one who enters a football field with the idea of contributing purely to self-glorification, will very soon find himself
out in the cold, and his place filled by one who is more
capable of advancing the general well-being of his side.
Combination is the only possible way to the attainment
of anything like perfection of working in a football team,
and the sooner the tyro recognizes the importance of
mastering this first lesson, the sooner will he be on the way
to advancement.

CHAPTER V1.
THE CAPTAINCY.

The capacity of the football machine is, as will be gathered
from the foregoing remarks, dependent on the measure of
the motor power, which is strong or weak accordingly as it
is well directed and in capable hands. The efficiency of
an eleven is generally in proportion to the power and skill
of its captain, and it goes without saying that the appointment
to fill the post should not be lightly made, and the choice
fall on aplayer merely on account of his personal skill. The
qualities required for the proper fulfilment of apost requiring
peculiar skill are not inherent; they are, in fact, agift. The
power and ability to command are not given to every one;
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and as the greater applies to the less, the capacity for
directing even a football eleven, whose success is mainly
dependent on discipline, is in its way as much a talent as
the ability of ageneral in matters of military strategy.
If an eleven has confidence, and places implicit reliance
in its captain, it has already one of the necessary elements
of prosperity. As arule, on much the same principle that
a wicket-keeper, by the mere fact of his position, which
gives him the best chance of observing the greater part of
the field, is best placed to direct the field, it is better that
the captain should be a defensive than an offensive player.
He is placed much more advantageously than a forward to
grasp the weak points of the enemy, while at the same time
carefully disposing his own forces to the best possible purpose. The extent of acaptain's fitness will be the amount
of the power he wields. A competent commander naturally
ensures a better system of organization and more ready
obedience even among the less tractable members. In any
case, though, acaptain, whatever his merits for the position,
should be an autocrat on the field. He is, or should be,
responsible for the behaviour and decorum of his men, and
his power; while he is in charge of the side should be
absolute. A team whose members do not support its chief,
but question his actions at the smallest provocation, is
altogether wanting in discipline, and lacks one of the great
elements of success. To sum up the question of captaincy,
the fitness for the position should be clearly established before
the selection is made. When once chosen, however, his
position should be recognized without demur, and his orders
during the game, if aside is to work well and harmoniously,
implicitly carried out.
Having dealt with the most important member of a
football team, it will be necessary to consider, in the first
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place, the best measures for filling to the best advantage the
various positions the players under his command will have
to occupy, and secondly, the duties each will have to carry
out to make the combination effective. For the better
comprehension of these two matters, it will be most convenient, as well as, Ithink, more useful, to the beginner at
all events, to subdivide the attack and the defence, with a
view to afuller explanation of the different responsibilities.

CHAPTER

VII.

THE FORWARDS.
THE theory of forward play is, of course, to make the
attack as powerful as it can possibly be without placing any
undue stress on any particular part, or giving more than his
fair share of the work to any individual member. The
ruling principle must be a system of co-operation between
the five players to produce the most effective possible working. The wings should be carefully selected with regard to
their special qualifications to play outside or inside ;and it
is hardly necessary to add that there are special qualifications in each case in the shape of a left-footed player for
the left wing, and vice versa; of fleetness of foot for the
outer place, and suchlike. It is essential that there should
be a thorough understanding between the five; otherwise
much of the labour is wasted. To ensure an approach to
perfection, the passing must be on adefinite principle, and
one in which the wings and the centre are thoroughly in
accord. On this "hang," indeed, "the law and the prophets."
Something more than mere unselfishness, Imay point out,
is requisite to be of real use.

A forward may be the very
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opposite of selfish, but, at the same time, if he parts with
the ball injudiciously and without carefully watching the
movement of his own forwards, and weighing the possibilities
of his passing in relation to them, his assistance is of a
negative character, and, in fact, he has often been of greater
service to the opposite side. A well-constituted forward
team is indeed the thoroughness of mechanical precision.
The attainment of ahigh standard in this direction is, however,
it will be readily understood, only the outcome of careful
thought and constant practice. Forwards, however, one and
all, should be quick on the ball, as well as with their feet,
full of resolution, and with plenty of decision. Modern
football does not necessitate the exceptional amount of
skill in dribbling which was essential to the attainment of
any great reputation thirty years ago. The change in the
general character of the game has caused the dribbler pure
and simple to become extinct, but still dribbling is necessary
to the education of afootball player now, though not of paramount importance, as it was then. Nor is the possession
of physical force asine qua non as it was in the early days of
the great football revival. A player, to reach a position of
any prominence, must be of good constitution and, withal,
have plenty of stamina to enable him to hold his own in face
of the extreme pace of a game from start to finish as it is
nowadays. What Iam trying to point out, though, is that
tactical skill has more to do, in the present-day arrangement,
with the attainment of success than of old.
Football culture, in fact, now requires perhaps a higher
combination of talents; and the scientific tactics of an
Association eleven of to-day are only the natural development of thought and experience. The best elevens of late
years have emphatically been those who have been managed
on asystem carefully thought out and the result of wise
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elaboration. The first application of any real method in
the attack, in the south at least, was by W. N. Cobbold, the
old Carthusian, during his captaincy of the Cambridge
University eleven of 1885. One of the most skilful forwards
of the modern school, he was the first, as far as my knowledge goes, to evolve the mechanical precision which has
been continued by his successors in office, and bids fair to
be perpetuated in Cambridge elevens. His opinions on
combination in attack are, too, of such value that it will be
of interest to reproduce a portion of them for the benefit in
particular of those who have passed through the preliminary
stages of Association football.
The first idea of any forward should be that he is only a
connecting link in achain which should, as arule, be kept in
line, and that the whole secret of good play lies in combination.
"As regards actual combination, my firm belief is that
a judicious mixture of long and short passing is the most
effective. If the ball be near one's own goal, let it be at
`1

once transferred to the outside right or left, as the case may
be, and let him, in conjunction with his partner, go down
the wing. When the time comes for middling (unless occasion shall have arisen before for him to pass), let him send
the ball hard right across, along the ground if possible, or
close to it, thus giving the centre and the other wing men
all achance. The time for middling comes, as arule, some
time before the goal-line is reached, for a forward should
rarely, if ever, try to get round the last back, but middle
just before he comes to him. How often is areally good
run down the wing spoilt by a middle coming too late,
when the backs have returned to defend the goal, or by
ahigh centre, which an opposing back has no difficulty in
heading away! Each forward must be always ready to
receive the ball; and particularly let the centre place himself
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judiciously, so that an inside man can give him apass when
he is clear from the centre half-back. With regard to
passing, a good forward must, of course, be able to ;ass
with both the inside and outside of his feet, and it is the
knowledge that the forward can do so which, in a great
measure, puzzles the opposing half-back or back, as he
cannot be sure which way the forward is going to pass.
This is especially useful for short passing, when the great
object is to pass quickly and accurately, yet going at full
speed. With regard to long passing, which, as Ihave said,
may be judiciously mixed with the short, let it be done
directly one sees one of the outside men with a clear
opening. Often, when a good run is being made by one
of the wings, the backs on the other side gradually come
across and leave the extreme part of their own side quite
unguarded. This is the time for ahard pass—some forty or
fifty yards, it may be. With regard to all passing, the
forward must use his judgment and decide quickly, and
always pass slightly ahead of the player passed to.
." When the time comes for shooting, the forward should
not make straight for the goal-keeper, as then there will be
but little room to shoot past him. A good cross shot is the
best; and often, too, ashot with the outside of the foot will
quite puzzle the goal-keeper, as he cannot tell to which side
of the goal it is going. Some goal-keepers who are efficient
at saving lofty shots will often fail at a low shot, and vice
versa. Therefore, let the forward note his opportunity, and
shoot according to circumstances. When the ball is near
the opponents' goal it should be kept as much as possible
to the three inner men. Much time is wasted by sending it
out to the outside men, and at the same time it is almost
impossible for them to shoot with success if the goal-keeper
is of any use. When, however, the ball is centred, say, fi-onj
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the left wing, in my opinion the inside right should be
about opposite to the right goal-post, and the outside right
should not be more than eight or ten yards beyond him,
which may give him agood chance of an easy cross shot.
Backs and half-backs must be able to head, and aforward
ought to be able to do so, but it is not nearly so necessary
for him.
"A great many forwards head too much in front of goal,
and lose chance after chance, for it stands to reason that it
is easier for agoal-keeper to save ashot that is in the air
than to save areally fast low shot from the foot. Often I
have seen a good middle hopelessly spoilt by the centre
(though he could but touch the ball with a tuft of hair)
turning it aside harmlessly to aback or the goal-keeper, or,
more commonly, behind the goal-line, when the forward
beyond him would have had aclear shot. In conclusion,
forwards should remember to 'hustle,' that is, hamper, the
opposing half-backs and backs, and endeavour to prevent
them getting their kicks."
The advice of such a master of the art of attack as
11'. N. Cobbold will be thoroughly valued, even if it can
only be fully appreciated by those who have acquired a
certain amount of proficiency in the game, and have passed
their "little go" in the curriculum of football. In the
ordinary way, a young player will learn more by practical
experience and in emulating the style and tactics of really
skilful opponents than in any amount of written instruction,
however capable the writer.
The qualifications for agood forward have already been
enumerated. Though in the main the same qualities are
required in the case of each of the five forwards, there are,
none the less, attributes which are more valuable in acentre
than in a wing player, and vice versa. A centre, in par-
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ticular, should be possessed of all the football virtues. He
should have acertain amount of pace; but, more than all,
lie should be astrong as well as asafe kick, and with either
foot, as well as a dead shot when near the opposite goal.
As he has to do at times alot of heavy work, and he is, as
a rule, very carefully watched, particularly if he is of any
exceptional capacity, he should be possessed of some
weight. He is, to a great extent, the pivot on which the
attack works, and his play, if he is above the average, is of
infinite variety. When the ball is in the enemy's half, or
at any distance from his own goal, his powers are less
severely taxed, although he must always be the main or
connecting link in the line of attack. In such cases he
has, perhaps, better opportunities of setting in his own
person an example of method and, at the same time, the
advantages of combination. He should be on the alert
to see in the simultaneous advance of the line which of the
wings is in a better position when he is in danger of any
serious obstruction himself, and directly lie is likely to be
stopped by one of the opposite side he should pass out to
the wing without the smallest hesitation. There must, of
course, be discretion as well as accuracy in the passing.
IN'hether the exigencies of the situation should require this
to be long or short, as a rule it is advisable to keep
the ball low rather than lift it. High kicking is, indeed,
under any circumstances likely to destroy its own object.
In the case of ahigh wind it is not easy to do it to anicety,
and, moreover, if the ball is sent in the air, it gives the
opposite backs achance of getting to it and of heading it
away. The changes in a game of football as it is now
played, though, are so rapid that the whole secret of success
is to guage the precise merits of the opposition with a
certain degree of accuracy, and to adopt the play of one's
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self and one's side to the exigencies of each situation as
it arises.
Ihave given at some length the general requirements to
form areally good centre. The inner wing players require,
in agreat measure, the same qualities, as their mission is,
in the ordinary course, to feed the outside men, as well as
to keep thoroughly in touch with the centre. The aim of
all the forwards should of course be to have the line of the
advance as complete as is possible. By this I mean that
when one player has the ball, the others should be able to
anticipate with some degree of certainty to whom he will
pass, and the time at which such pass will be made. The
latter will depend in a great measure on the positions of
his own forwards, on the one hand, and on the other the
amount of the opposition he is likely to meet on his way
to the enemy's goal.
The player on the extreme outside, known as the outer
wing, should be possessed of speed, for he often gets a
chance of showing his pace, and very frequently along pass
out either from the centre or even the other side of the
ground enables him to get well away almost without fear
of opposition until he reaches the last line of defence. The
fault of many even of the best outer wing players is to stick
too long to the ball in the hope of getting ultimately well
within range of the goal-keeper. As a rule, such delay is
fatal, for it enables the enemy's back to return in time to
cover their posts, and the attack is in every sense afailure.
An experienced player would instead have foreseen this
possibility, and have got rid of the ball to the centre before
the opposite backs could have recovered their positions
sufficiently to be able to hamper him. That side is the
most dangerous in attack in which the passing shows the
least hesitation.
Precipitancy is as much to be avoided
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--but the judgment requisite to attain perfection in passing
is sure to come with experience. Close dribbling is neat,
and dodgy play naturally appeals to the gallery. It is
"magnificent, but it is not war," and forwards who affect
this kind of game cannot be too soon displaced for others
who are capable of grasping the great aim of the football
strategist.
I have confined my remarks on the science of passing
entirely to the forwards. It must not be forgotten, though,
that the half-backs have something of the mission of the
mounted infantry in military tactics. They have their value
as offensive as well as defensive players, and, in fact, form
ameans of communication not only between the two wings,
but between all the forwards in cases of urgency. The
possibilities of forward play are too numerous to be dealt
with in the limit of one chapter, and it will be sufficient
for the purpose of this small volume to point out the chief
essentials to completeness of combination.
One notable defect in many elevens, particularly in the
South of England, is the want of attention shown by forwards in keeping off the opposite backs. The practice of
obstructing—I mean legitimate obstruction, of course, by
preventing him getting his kick—a back by one forward
when another is making headway with the ball, is not so well
carried out by many English teams as it should be. It ought
to be aruling principle, when the play is anywhere near the
goal, for one or other of the forwards to impede and prevent
the backs getting at the ball either by heading or kicking.
Such tactics often demoralize the defence, and certainly
destroy agreat deal of its efficacy.
The same remark will apply with even greater force to
the goal-keeper, who should be worried at every opportunity, so as to neutralize his efficiency as much as
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possible. The corner-kick, in particular, should be utilized
to this purpose; but, under any circumstances, the goalkeeper should, wherever it is practicable, be marked by the
centre or one of the inner wing players, who should rush
him so as to hinder him getting achance of removing the
ball.
It may appear superfluous to add that forwards should
stick to their positions. The essence of combination is
systematic working, and unless there is method the forwards cannot be doing their duty. Each player should,
indeed, as ageneral rule, shadow one of the opposite side,
and this cannot be done unless each keeps fairly well to
the position assigned to him.
I have said already that
passing along the ground is, in a great majority of cases,
more likely to be of use than when the ball is sent to any
height. The advantage is that it is mostly much easier
to take the pass while in full swing. It may be accepted,
too, as ageneral principle, that short passing will be of more
real use than long, and, indeed, as a rule, it is only under
special circumstances that the latter should be adopted.

CHAPTER VIII.
THE HALF-BACKS,
THE defence, according to latter day ziotions, is constituted of three half-backs, two full backs, ",nd agoal-keeper.
A general principle as to the respective duties of each of
the six players forming the rear guard has already been
laid down. It is, however, the particular application to
each individual case that remains to be supplied for the
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benefit of those who have not as yet graduated in the game.
The addition of the third half-back was, in agreat measure,
to counteract the readiness of many forwards to take the
fullest advantage of the opportunity of "sneaking "allowed
them by the off-side rule, so long favoured by the lawbreakers of the Association, and, it must in fairness be added,
accepted with approval by the great bulk of the players.
The provision which keeps a man always. on-side as long
as there are three between him and the opposite goal, offers
undoubtedly a great temptation to forwards to get as far up
as they can consistently with safety. To meet this, it was
found necessary to strengthen the first line of defence, and
the centre half-back was introduced therefore, though his
mission is, in a great measure, to feed the forwards, to
enable the other halves to pay more attention, in fact to
devote themselves mainly, to stopping, or at least frustrating,
the tactics of the opposite wing.
To be areally first-class half-back requires the possession
of something more than skilful use of the feet. To fill the
position well, demands, not only quickness of discernment
to counteract the tactics of the opposite forwards, but also
judgment and decision to be able to take advantage of the
best opportunity to assist those of one's own side. The
half-backs are, or ought to be, as useful for the purposes
of attack as for defence. They need not necessarily be
powerful, but it is essential that they should be quick, able
to kick well with either foot as well as in any position, and
at the same time capable of heading should occasion require.
They should obviously retreat or advance according as the
side has to attack or defend. If they are engaged in defensive tactics, they should on no account dribble, and, if they
are hampered, it will be better rather to pass to one of the
other halves or to give assistance to the backs, either by
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passing to them or by preventing any of the other side from
interfering with the back or obstructing his kick. As a
general rule, a half back should not kick very hard. In
defence he will often be of infinitely more use in worrying
the opposite forwards, and checking them, than in kicking;
and in fact the backs are successful or unsuccessful in the
majority of instances in proportion as the halves assist them
by keeping off the opposite forwards.
If the halves have to take their part in the attack, their
tactics will of course be of a different kind. In this case
they have to assist the forwards, and the object is in the
main to pass the ball to the player in the best position.
Here, too, dribbling is unadvisable, though it is often
practised to advantage.
In passing to the forwards the
ball should be sent as low as possible, so as to give the
least possible chance to the other side of meeting it. Passing
of this kind is done with greater precision with the side of
the foot; and indeed it will be found that it is much easier
to attain accuracy in this way than with the point of the toe.
Gallery kicking should be altogether discountenanced; and
indeed the ability of a half-back is not in any way dependent on the extent of the work he does in this particular
way. Opportunities occur, and not unfrequently, in agame
where he has a good chance of a shot at goal; but, as a
rule, his occupation consists chiefly in providing openings
for others. He ought to be the mutual friend of the backs
as well of the forwards—of equal assistance to the latter
in defence as to the former in attack. At the same time,
it must be remembered that they have to watch the opposite forwards carefully; and Ihad better add, in case Ihave
omitted to lay any stress on it, that the centre half-back
should always keep the centre forward of the opposite side
well in his eye.
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IX,

THE FULL BACKS.

Tim requirements for afull back, though in some degree,
the same, are not altogether identical with those for a halfback. Here, again, it is necessary that there should be a
thorough accord. The backs ought, indeed, to a great extent to act in harmony with the halves ;and, as amatter of
fact, the generally accepted theory is that the five players
next in front of the goal-keeper should work in connection,
or at least on adefinite system of co-operation. The tactics
of the back under any circumstances must be in the main
dependent on those of the halves, and his policy will be
guided generally by the movements of the halves, particularly of him directly in front. In the ordinary course he
must watch his own half, i.e. on his own wing, or immediately before him if he happen to be in the centre. If the
half-back goes at the opposite forward, and compels him to
transfer the ball, the back will necessarily run in so as to
get it before any other of the enemy's forwards can obtain
the ball after such pass. Similar considerations will naturally
influence the two backs, so that there may be the same
mutual support by which in the event of the first going
forward, the second may fall back to get the ball, if the other
fs, in football parlance, "going for the man."
Packs should not only be clever kicks, capable of
taking the ball in any position and with either foot, but
also be possessed of strength. They should never keep
the ball by any chance amoment longer than is absolutely
necessary, and it is needless therefore to add that they
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should never on any account be tempted to dribble. Backs,
to be of real service too, require to exercise a great
deal of judgment, as they have it in their power, by going
forward on occasions, to keep the opposite forwards if they
get too far up off-side. Backs, moreover, have often to
stand a good deal of the heavy work, and it is necessary
therefore that they should have pluck as well as a certain
amount of weight. As a general rule, when pressed they
will find it expedient to send the ball well away to the
wings. They must, too, not get so near the posts as to
hamper or prevent the goal-keeper getting a good sight of
the ball. The whole system of defence, though, is of such
interest that it will be of great use if I give the views of
perhaps the two greatest defensive players the game has
produced, Messrs. A. M. and P. M. Walters, incomparably
the best pair of full backs we have ever seen.
"In discussing the defence, there are essentially two
systems to which alone attention need to be drawn. First,
the independent, where every man acts for himself; secondly,
the combined, or that system which recognizes that 'prevention is better than cure.' The independent system consists, as it were, of two ranks entirely separate from each
other, in which the front rank, or, in other words, the halfbacks, bear the brunt of the attack, and it is only when
their defence is broken through that the backs are brought
into action. This system obviously requires that the half,
backs shall not only be first-rate players, but also in firstclass condition, since not being assisted by the backs until
the very last possible moment, they are in a minority of
three to five, in addition to which as soon as they are passed
they have to get back as quickly as they can.
In the combined system, on the other hand, there is no
hard and fast line between backs and half-backs, though of
11
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course it can readily be understood that both backs must
not be in an advanced position at the same time. Each
man of the defence marks one forward of the opposite side,
the backs and half-backs on each side respectively arranging
between themselves which of them shall take the outside
man, the centre half acting rather more independently than
the other two halves, but still paying more attention to the
centre forward than any of the others. As an illustration,
suppose the ball to be run down the right wing of the attack,
the left back and half of the defence will mark the two wing
men, the right full back will come across so as to be at
hand to assist his fellow back, but keeping well behind in
case the ball should be kicked beyond the left back and
half.
The centre half will mark the centre forward, and
the right half will take up such aposition as will enable him
to prevent either man of the left wing opposed to him taking
a pass. This system distributes the work equally among
the whole of the defence, and therefore requires less individual excellence, though utilizing the powers of the full
backs to afar greater extent than the independent system.
Each has its advantages, the former of the two alone
answering when players are new to one another, and when
the adoption of the latter would probably lead to disaster.
The great advantages of the latter system where it can be
adopted are—
r. It to a great extent prevents the opposing forwards
getting the ball.
`C

"a. When by any chance they do get the ball, it prevents
any combination whatever, as there is no clear space
between the backs and half-backs in which they can get
together.
"3. It tends to put the opposing forwards off side, and
so prevents `lurking.'
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"4. It requires less individual excellence, and equalizes
the labour.
"It is, perhaps, superfluous to add, nowadays, when the
game is so well known, that neither halves nor full backs
should go in for gallery kicking, and least of all the halves.
It is far easier, though less effective as aspectacle, to pass
aball back to afellow-back than to kick it over your own
head. It should always be their object to place the ball to
the forward who is in the best position for receiving it as
conveniently for him to take as possible, that is, where
feasible along the ground. To ensure accuracy, all passing
by backs and half-backs to forwards should be done with
the side of the foot ;it looks twice as ugly as with the toe, but
it is ten times more effective. Dribbling should never be
indulged in beyond what is absolutely necessary ;but passing from the half-back to backs, and also between the halves
themselves, and between the backs themselves, is often extremely useful. Last, but by no means least important,
where a half-back finds himself in such a position that he
cannot reach the ball, or that it will be more easy for the
back to do so, he must invariably keep the man off."

CHAPTER X.
THE GOAL-KEEPER.

As tha goal-keeper represents the last line of defence, it
is imperative that he should be asafe man. He should be
cool in an emergency, ready witted, with plenty of pluck and
unlimited go. Though it is a great advantage for him to
be an adept in kicking with either foot, as ageneral rule he
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should use his hands to stop, even if he has time to get rid
of the ball with his feet. He should be strong enough to
withstand aheavy charge, for he has every Chance of being
severely hustled if the opposite forwards are thoroughly up
to their work.
It is distinctly bad play to put the ball
back even under the most critical circumstances in front of
the goal; however hard he should be pressed, he ought
always to make apoint of relieving his goal by getting the
ball away. towards the wings, where it is, comparatively at
least, out of danger. It is a very risky proceeding, too, to
get even afew yards from the posts, as the game is so fast
that his goal may be carried before he is able to return.
It is always advisable to use both hands whenever possible
in stopping the ball, and fisting out should be discouraged
except when there is real necessity. It is undoubtedly an
advantage for a goal-keeper to be a strong kick, as where
the kick-off from behind has to be taken at all frequently
the backs are thereby spared a lot of heavy work, and are
thus able to be of very much greater use to the side.
In the event of afree kick or throw in from touch near
the goal-line, or acorner-kick, the goal-keeper should not be
hampered by the backs, but allowed plenty of room and a
good sight of the ball. This is of urgent importance, as
any restriction of his freedom at such times prevents him
following the ball closely, and where the smallest hesitation
is fatal he should have nothing to interfere with his view of
the ball.
Practice will alone make a really expert goal-keeper.
Judgment, as well as activity and dexterity, are essential
for athorough fulfilment of the duties of the position, and
this is acombination of qualities not easily obtainable.
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CHAPTER

XI.

GENERAL HINTS.

I HAVE endeavoured to represent, as concisely as possible,
the essentials for the acquirement of any great degree of
excellence in any of the positions which constitute the
formation of a football team. There are, however, some
general rules which must be carried out strictly if the game
is to be conducted in a spirit of true sport. They are so
obvious that it might appear superfluous in awork of this
character to give them any prominence. Yet they are
in the case of even experienced players, who ought to
set a better example, very often overlooked, or, in the
excitement of the moment, forgotten.
The power of a captain, as I have said in an earlier
chapter, must be absolute. It is he who should make any
appeals that may be required, and, though this is not always
an infallible test, his capacity to command in the ordinary
way may be gauged by the discipline of the team. A good
captain will do his spiriting gently. His control of his men
is as often as possible the result of the force of his own
example, and, like Harry Coverdale, acapable captain has
generally a quiet way of settling things, which is effective
by the very reason of it.
Football must always, in a measure, be attended with a
certain amount of risks. It is this spice of danger which
makes it so esseHtially English, and gives it a high place
among our national sports. For this very reason, though,
it should be the aim of every player to discountenance, and
earnestly, anything like intentional roughness. Charging is
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at times, of course, necessary, but there can be moderation
even in this. Tricky tactics are infinitely more conducive
to accident; and of late, particularly among northern players,
there has been agrowing tendency to stoop to trip, or to take
other unfair advantages, which, even if they do not actually
come within the scope of the law, should be checked with
a very high hand. Football will inevitably suffer, and
materially, in public favour if the standard of it is lowered,
as it will undoubtedly be if those who have the control of
clubs do not fearlessly uphold a spirit of manliness, and
insist on the discouragement of any questionable practices
with aview of getting amomentary advantage. The future
of football emphatically depends on the firmness of those
in authority, and even the merely reckless player should be
taught that he is doing an injury to the game, and the
incorrigible offender be punished without mercy.
It ought to be acardinal sin to interfere in any way with
the officials. Linesmen and referees are not infallible, and
modern football is so fast that it is at tunes quite impossible for the most active of them to keep up with the
ball throughout a hard game.
The very fact of their
appointment, though, ought to ensure that they are treated
with respect. In many cases the referee's position, it must
be admitted, is anything but an enviable one, and where
local excitement runs high his is a thankless task. The
general tendency of recent legislation, however, has been to
arm him with increased powers to deal with rough play,
and if lie exercises them without fear he can minimize it to
agreat extent. It might appear to be unnecessary even to
hint that the decision of a referee should be, under any
circumstances, accepted without aquestion. On all matters
of fact his verdict is final and subject to no appeal. A
practised and capable official will give his decision promptly
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and unhesitatingly, and will not, as some of the less ex
perienced sometimes do, argue the point, or assign the
reasons which have influenced him in giving his verdict.
In any case, whatever disputes may arise, the captain should
alone be the spokesman of the side. It cannot be too
clearly pointed out, too, that the referee is not infallible.
His position, at the same time, is one of the greatest
responsibility, and his authority is, as it ought to be, paramount. He has, for instance, power to stop the game
whenever he may think fit—by reason of darkness, interference of spectators, or other cause, either permanently
or for such a time as lie may think fit, whenever he may
deem such a course necessary. In addition, he has the
right to award a free kick without any appeal in a case
where he thinks the conduct of a player is dangerous, or
likely to prove dangerous.
If the young player has in him anatural instinct for the
game, he ought to derive benefit from acareful study of the
advice given in this work. There are some points, though,
in the rules which often cause misapprehension, and it will
perhaps be of use if some of them are dealt with. A few
years since the committee of the Football Association issued
some memoranda for the guidance of officials, and as these
embrace the various questions about which there is often
a difference of opinion among the ill-informed, they may
be utilized for the general good of players as well as
officials.
The kick-off must be in the direction of the opposite
goal-line. It is not allowable to start the ball towards your
own line, and while the opposite side shall not approach
within ten yards of the ball till it is kicked off, no one shall
pass the centre of the ground towards the opposite goal till
it has been started,
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A goal is won when the ball has passed between the
goal posts—ergo, the whole must go over the line to produce
a score. In the same way the ball must go completely
over the touch-line to be out of play, and it must not
necessarily reach the ground before it is out of play.
The off-side rule is a source of much trouble to players
who will not take ordinary pains to master its special
features.
A player cannot be off-side unless he is in
front of the ball, and then only if less than three of the
other side are between him and the opposite goal. It is
the fact of being in front of the ball, and kicked by one of
his own men too, which tends to make one off-side; and
he cannot be off-side if the ball was last played (i.e.
touched, kicked, or thrown) by one of his own side who
at the time of kicking is nearer his opponents' goal than
himself. The stumbling is often in the words just marked
with italics. The time of the kick constitutes the time of
the infringement of the rule. A player who has less than
three of the opposite side in front when the ball is sent
from behind him by one of his own side is off-side at the
lime of kicking, and cannot put himself on-side until the
ball has been played by one of his opponents. Nor can he
obstruct one of the enemy to prevent him taking his kick,
or in any way whatever interfere with any other player.
A goal keeper is allowed to use his hands in defence cf
his goal; i.e in his own half of the ground, and he may not
be charged except when he is holding the ball, or obstructing
an opponent, or when he has passed outside the goal area.
Players wearing nails, bars, or studs on their boots, other
than as provided in the rules, it is enacted "shall be prohibited from taking further part in the match ;" and in the
common interests of the players, and with aview to minimize
the risks of the game, this power should be firmly exercised.
F
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A ball touching alinesman or referee is not dead.
Players should remember that a ball is always in play
after an appeal until a decision is given by the referee.

r

Handling is strictly forbidden to any one but the goalkeeper, and ,under the reservations above stated. Handling is wilfully playing the ball with the hand or arm.
The interpretation of wilful, of course, rests with the referee.
The referee has also the power where aplayer is intentionally tripped, charged from behind, held or pushed by an
opponent within twelve yards from the opposite goal-line,
to give a penalty kick, particulars of which will be found
in Rule 14 (see p. 79)•
The penalty kick, which was introduced in the season of
1891-2, has been a source of great anxiety to those who
.
have to make the laws. It is the punishment for intentional
infringement of Law 9 by the defending side within the
.
penalty area. Rule 9proscribes tripping, kicking, or jumping at a player, intentionally handling the ball, holding or
pushing an opponent, or charging an opponent violently
or dangerously, or charging from behind unless the player
charged is intentionally obstructing an opponent. In other
breaches of the rules the outcome is afree kick. In the
latter case the free kick has to be taken from the place
where the offence occurred, and no players of the opposing
side are allowed to approach within six yards of the ball
unless the ball is within six yards of the goal-line, behind
which players are not required to stand. It is to be regretted, of course, that a condition of things should have
arisen to make such a severely repressive measure as the
penalty kick advisable. At the same time one is bound
to admit that it has proved to be a necessity, and as its
importance cannot be overrated, it looms largely in any
outline of the actual play.

APPENDIX.

RULES OF THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION, LTD.
Tlicse Rules must be read in conjunction with the Articles of
Association (see Article 49). Many of the provisions previously contained in the Rules are now embodied in the Articles, and are not
therefore repeated in these Rules.
The decisions of the Council are printed as notes at the foot of the
page.
i. The Association shall consist of such Clubs and Associations playing Association Football and being otherwise
qualified according to the Laws, Rules, Regulations, and Byelaws of the Association as the Council may approve.
z. In the interpretation of these Rules the words "The Football Association," "The Association," or "This Association,"
mean "The Football Association, Limited," except where the
context requires a different meaning.
3. All Clubs, before being affiliated to the Association, shall
satisfy the Council that they are properly constituted Clubs, and
playing football according to the Laws of the Association.*
* Membership of any Club having a name similar to one already
affiliated with the Association, shall not be recognized or accepted.
The word "Association" or "Rugby" is not a sufficient distinction
within the meaning of the agreement between the Association, the
Rugby Union, and the Northern Rugby union to enable a Club under
one authority taking aname identical with that already held by aClub
under the other authority. A professional player under the Rules of
the Football Association or the Rugby Union cannot play as an amateur
under either Code of Laws. A professional player of the Football
Association' cannot play under the auspices of the Northern Rugby
(Jnion during the same season, and vice versd-
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Each Club shall forward to the Secretary on or before the first
day of October in each year, a return in accordance with
form A.* A Club shall not withdraw its membershiA from an
Affiliated Association without the consent of this Association.
Except as provided by Rule 4, no Club shall be affiliated to this
Association unless it has been in existence for at least two years
immediately previous to application being made for affiliation,
and has during that period been a member of its County or
District Affiliated Association if the Rules of such Association
permit. No application for affiliation shall be made between
the ist day of March and the ist day of August in each year.
A Club shall cease to be a member of this Association when
it ceases to be a member of its County or District Affiliated
Association, but this condition shall not apply to a Club which
was amember of this Association on the ist day of May, 1899,
and which was not at that date a member of its County or
District Affiliated Association, nor to a Professional Club within
the area of an Association, the Rules of which do not permit of
the affiliation of Professional Clubs.t
4. A Professional Club within the area of an Association, the
rules of which do not permit of the affiliation of Professional
Clubs, may affiliate to this Association, but a Club so affiliated
shall not be entitled to representation or voting power, until full
membership has been granted by the Council under Rule 3.
5. All Associations before being affiliated to the Association
shall consist of properly constituted Clubs. Each Association
shall cover a defined area, and shall neither extend nor alter
such area without having obtained the consent of the Council.
Each Association shall forward to the Secretary on or before
the ist day of November in each year, a return in accordance
with form B.
6. The Subscription for each affiliated Association or Club
shall be 1os. 6d. per annum (payable during the first week in
May, or within one week after joining), with an entrance fee of
1os. 6a: The Council shall have the power to admit any
Foreign or Colonial Associations or Clubs as members of this
Association on payment of an Annual Subscription of 5s. Such
Foreign or Colonial Associations or Clubs shall not be entitled
to send any. representative to the Council. An Association or
* The forms mentioned in the Rules may be obtained from the
Secretary of the Association.
t Second or Reserve Teams must be known by the name of the Club
to which they belong, as S-0 2nd, or S—O Reserve,
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Club whose subscription is unpaid on the ist day of August
shall cease to be amember of this Association.
7. The Annual General meeting shall be held between the
loth and the 31st of May in each year. The Secretary shall
give seven clear days' notice to all affiliated Associations and
Clubs, of the place, the day and the hour of such Meeting. A
printed abstract of the Treasurer's accounts and an agenda
specifying the nature of the business to be transacted at that
Meeting shall accompany the notice.
8. The names of the proposed Officers and Auditors, with
the names of their proposers and seconders, shall be sent to the
Secretary on or before the 1st day of May in each year.
9. Notice of any business (other than t5e Election of Officers,
appointing Auditors, and the consideration of the Accounts and
Balance Sheet, and of the Report of the Council, and not being
such as by Statute requires aspecial resolution) to be submitted
at the Annual General Meeting, shall be given to the Secretary
on or before the 1st day of May in each year, and a copy of
such notice, with the names of the proposer and seconder, shall
be sent to the affiliated Associations and Clubs on or before the
8th day of May in each year. Notice of any amendment to the
business to be so submitted shall be given to the Secretary on
or before the 15th clay of May in each year.
to. The Secretary shall convene an Extraordinary General
Meeting at any time on receiving a requisition stating the
objects of the Meeting and signed by the Secretaries of not less
than twenty Associations or Clubs affiliated to this Association.
The Council have power at any time to convene a Special
General Meeting for the purpose of submitting to the Meeting
any alterations or additions to these Rules that the Council may
deem expedient.* An agenda of the business to be transacted
at any such Meeting (or at any Extraordinary General Meeting
convened by the Council under Article 2o) shall accompany
the notice convening the Meeting.
1i. The Association shall be governed by a Council, consisting of the officers (i.e. a President, six Vice-Presidents, and a
"Treasurer), ten representatives of Divisions, and representatives
from affiliated Associations, all of whom shall be duly qualified
according to the Articles and Rules, and elected annually as
therein provided. The retiring Council shall be eligible for
re-election. The representatives of Divisions and Associations
shall retire on the 3oth day of June in each year. All past
* For the necessary majority requisite to pass such alterations or
additions to these Rules, see Article 22.
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Presidents of the Association shall ex officio be members of the
Council and entitled to vote.
12. Each Association that has been affiliated to this Association for the last three years, and has fifty or more Clubs which
have been members thereof for at least one year, shall be
entitled to send a representative to the Council, who*must be
elected as herein provided, and shall not be changed except
by previous consent of the Council. Every Association claiming to return arepresentative to the Council, shall, during the
month of June in each year, forward the naive and address of
such representative to the Secretary, together with a return in
accordance with form C. Where Associations overlap each
other, the senior Association shall have jurisdiction over a Club
which is a member of that and another Association.
The
Secretary, on ascertaining the correctness of the claims, shall
declare such representative duly elected.
Any subsequent
claims shall be submitted to the Council. The Clubs playing
Association Football at the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge shall collectively be deemed to be Associations within
these Rules, and each University Association shall be entitled
annually to appoint a Representative to the Council, but such
Representative may not be changed during the year, except
with the previous consent of the Council. The Council shall
have power annually to elect to the Council a Representative of
the Public School Clubs of the country.
13. The Secretary shall, immediately after the meeting held
according to Article 42, send aform of nomination, with alist
of all the Divisions and the Clubs composing them, to each
Club belonging to this Association, and such form shall be duly
filled up and returned to the Secretary on or before a date to
be therein named (not being less than seven nor more than
fourteen days after the date upon which the same shall be so
sent by the Secretary).
14. Every candidate shall be nominated by three Clubs on
form F. Such nomination shall be signed by the Chairman
and Secretary of the Committee of each Club for and on behalf
of their Clubs.
If only one candidate is nominated for a
division, the Secretary shall declare him elected. If more than
one candidate is nominated for any division the Secretary shall
forthwith, after the time fixed for the close of the nominations,
send a list of the candidates nominated and a form of voting
paper to each Club in every such division, and such voting
paper shall be duly filled up and returned to the Secretary on
or before adate to be therein named (not being less than three
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nor more than six days after the date upon which the same
shall be so sent by the Secretary). Every such voting paper
shall be marked on the outside, "Voting Paper," and shall be
opened only by the Returning Officer or his Deputy. The
President shall be the Returning Officer, and he may appoint
a Deputy.
15. The Returning Officer shall, immediately after the date
fixed for the return of Voting Papers, open and examine such
Voting Papers.
The candidate for each Division receiving
the greatest number of votes shall be declared duly elected. If
there is atie, the election shall be determined by avote of the
members present at the first meeting of such members of the
Council as shall have been duly elected.
Where there are
more than two candidates for any Division, unless one candidate has an absolute majority of Clubs in the division, the
candidate receiving the least number of votes shall retire. The
division shall be polled again, until there is either an absolute
majority or atie.
16. A candidate shall not, neither shall any person on behalf
of any candidate, offer any bribe, consideration, or other improper inducement to any Club for the purpose of procuring
the vote of the said Club in the election of such candidate to
the Council.
Breach of this Rule shall be deemed serious
misconduct. In addition to any other penalty which the Council
may deem fit to impose, this offence shall render void the
election of such candidate, if he shall have been elected a
member of the Council.
17. In case of an objection to any election the Council may
order a new election, or fill up a vacancy instead of ordering a
new election if they shall think proper.
18. If in any Division no candidate is nominated, the Secretary shall report the circumstance to the Council, who may fill
the vacancy.
i9. The Council shall keep three separate accounts :(i) The
International Match Account, which shall contain all receipts
and payments in connection with the International Matches ;
(2) The Investment Account, containing all receipts and payments in connection with the Interest, Dividends, and Investments of the Association; (3) The General Account, being all
the other receipts and payments of the Association. If any
dispute arises as to the apportionment of any item to aparticular
account, the Council shall settle such dispute, and their decision
shall be final.
zo. The Council may each year appropriate such part of
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the moneys standing to the credit of the International Match
Account, or the Investment Account, as they may deem necessary, for the purposes of a Benevolent Fund, and may distribute
the moneys so appropriated among necessitous players and
others who have rendered service to the game.*
21. For the transaction of business at a Council Meeting,
five members shall form a quorum. The Council may fill any
vacancy that occurs in their body, appoint a Secretary and such
other assistance as they think fit, appoint such Committees or
Commissions as they may consider necessary, delegate all or
any of their powers to any such Committee or Commission of
the Council, or to any affiliated Association or Associations,
and make such regulations for the management of the Association and control of the game as from time to time may be
necessary. Resolutions and decisions of the Council shall be
binding upon all affiliated Associations and Clubs and all
members thereof, until they are rescinded or varied by the vote
of a majority present and voting at a General Meeting.
22. Associations, Leagues, or other Combinations of Clubs
shall not be formed without the consent of this Association, or
of an affiliated Association.t All applications for formation
shall be made on form D. All Associations, Leagues, or other
Combinations of Clubs shall observe the Rules, Regulations,
and Bye-laws of this Association. Associations or Clubs belonging to this or an affiliated Association shall not play against
any Association or Club belonging to any Association, League,
or Combination of Clubs to which such consent has not been
given.
23. Charity Associations or Benefit Competitions shall not
be formed without the consent of this Association or of an
affiliated Association. All applications for formation shall be
made on form E. All Charity Associations or Benefit Competitions shall observe the Rules, Regulations, and Bye-laws of
this Association. Associations or Clubs belonging to this or
an affiliated Association shall not play or take part in any
Charity Association or Benefit Competition to which consent
has not been given.
2¢. This Association, or any affiliated Association, shall
have power to prohibit the Clubs under its jurisdiction from
* All applications for agrant under this Rule must be made to the
Council upon the printed form issued by the Association.
t Regulations and Bye-laws for the sanction and control of all Leagues
and Competitions are issued by the Association,
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playing with or against any Club which is not amember of this
or any affiliated Association.
25. Clubs and players shall not compete in any match or
competition, the proceeds of which are not devoted to a recognized Football Club or Football Association or some other
object approved of by this or by an affiliated Association. Six
a side and similar irregular competitions at which gate money
is taken are forbidden, unless the consent of the local affiliated
Association has been obtained.*
Where two affiliated Associations cover the same area, the permission must be obtained
from the senior Association.
26. Matches shall not be played on Sundays within the jurisdiction of this Association. A player shall not be compelled to
play on Sundays outside the jurisdiction of this Association. A
Club shall not be compelled to play any match on Good Friday
or Christmas Day.
27. Matches are prohibited during the close season, which
commences on the ist May and ends on the 31st August in
each year. - After the 15th August practice matches may be
played between teams of the same Chub, and professionals who
have not been engaged for the following season may be given
atrial by any Club. Except for some institution approved by
this or an affiliated Association, gate money must not be taken
at practice snatches in the close season.
Army and Navy
teams, and teases of the Auxiliary Forces, may play in competitions in the close season whilst in camp, and registered
players may take part therein.
The competitions shall be
strictly confined to the units concerned, and gate money must
not be taken.t
28. Clubs shall not play matches with Scratch Teams, when
any consideration is paid to the Scratch Teams or any one
connected therewith, without the permission of this Association,
or of the local affiliated Association.
Two Scratch Teams
shall not play against each other when gate money is taken
without the permission of this Association, or of the local
affiliated Association in whose district the snatch takes place.*
* No player (except under provisions of Pule 29) is entitled to take
the proceeds of a benefit match until he has been registered as a
professional.
t Linesmen are not considered players for the purposes of Rule 27.
$ Application is not necessary for Scratch Teams where gate money
is not taken.
No player (except under provisions of Rule 29) is entitled to take
the proceeds of a benefit match until he has been registered as a
professional.
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Where two affiliated Associations cover the same area the
permission must be obtained from the Senior Association.
29. Players are either amateur or professional. * Any player
re gistered with this Association as a professional, or receiving
remuneration or consideration of any sort above his necessary
hotel and travelling expenses actually paid, shall be considered
to be aprofessional. Training expenses not paid by the players
themselves will be considered as remuneration beyond necessary* travelling and hotel expenses. Amateur players receiving
any payment must give awritten receipt for the same, stating
particulars of expenses, and secretaries must produce such
receipt to the Council of this Association at anytime if required
to do so. If an amateur player is engaged by a Club in any
capacity for which he receives rennuneratiou, the Club may be
required to firove, to the satisfaction of the Association, that his
services as a_player do not affect the amount of remuneration
paid to hint. Players competing for any money prizes in football contests shall be considered professionals.t
When a
player is registered as aprofessional, he at once loses his status
as an amateur.
When an amateur player is injured whilst
playing football, he shall, upon obtaining the consent of this
Association, or the local affiliated Association, be entitled to
receive his doctor's fees, or the proceeds of any benefit match,
subscription or collection, without losing his amateur status.$
Where two affiliated Associations cover the same area, the
permission must be obtained from the Senior Association.
3o. Every professional shall be registered on form G. Each
form, after all particulars have been filled in, including the
date of signature, must be signed by the professional (his signature being attested), and returned to the Secretary of this
Association within five days of such signature. § Except as
* See note *on page 65.
t Wages paid by an Amateur Club to atrainer are training expenses
within the meaning of Rule 29.
$ No player (except under provisions of Rule 29) is entitled to take
the. proceeds of a benefit match until he has been registered as a
professional.
It is misconduct for any Association or Club, or any player,
official, or member of any Association or Club, to offer or attempt to
offer, either directly or indirectly, any consideration -,i hatever to
another Club, player, or players of any other Club, with a view to
influence the result of amatch. It is misconduct for any Club, player,
or players to accept any such consideration.
§ Professional Registration forms signed on a Sunday are not valid.
It is an offence for aClub to induce aplayer to sign on aSunday. The
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provided by Rule 27 a professional shall not be allowed to
play until this Rule has been complied with, and the Secretary
of the Club registering the player shall have received the
acknowledgment on the official form from the Secretary of this
Association.* Players may be transferred from one Club to
another (see Form H).
A club shall not be allowed to
register aprofessional unless he is amember of this Association,
or an affiliated Association. After the 1st of January, 19o8, no
Club shall be entitled to pay or receive any transfer fee or other
payment exceeding Z35o upon or in respect of the transfer of
any player.
31. The registration of professionals shall be binding for
only one season, except as otherwise provided by these Rules,
but a professional may during the month of April register
himself for the following season for his own Club, but shall not
enter into any engagement with another Club until his existing
engagement has terminated. Until the period of registration
of a15rofessional player has exfiired, he shall not be apfiroached
by any other Club, or an ofifcial of any other Club, or any other
fierson, with the view to induce him to leave the Club for which
he is registered when his engagement has terminated.
No
payment shall be made to Commission Agents or other persons
than Clubs and players concerned in transfers and engagements of players. Clubs shall be entitled to retain players to
whom they are prepared to pay the maximum wages, unless
the players satisfy the Council that there are special grounds
for allowing them to change their club.t
32. Clubs shall not pay any Player a bonus of more
than Z¢ as a consideration for his signing a professional
form. A bonus cannot be paid to a player on his re-signing
for his own Club. The maximum wages which may be paid
signing of asecond registration form before the Council have declared
the first form invalid, is also an offence. Clubs and players can be
dealt with for these irregularities.
A professional player is not a
member of aClub until he has been registered with this Association.
* No player (except under provisions of Rule 29) is entitled to take
the proceeds of a benefit match until he has been registered as a
professional.
t A list «vill be kept by the Secretary of all players to whom Clubs
are prepared to pay the maximum wages, and of which he shall have
received notice from the Club. On receipt of notice from the Club the
Secretary shall advise the player that such notice has been received. A
player on such list shall not be registered for any other Club until the
Council has been satisfied of the special grounds as required by Rule 31.
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to any player shall be 64 per week or f208 per annum,
but this restriction shall not afifily to any fiayment inaa'e
by this Association in respect of any of its matches.*
The
payment of bonuses dependent on the result of any match shall
not be allowed. A player may be allowed a benefit (i) after
five years' service with a Club, (2) in case of accident or illness,
or (3) when he is giving up playing. A player shall not be
entitled to a second benefit within five years of the previous
benefit. The consent of the Council of this Association must
be obtained before a player is promised or receives abenefit.t
33• The Council shall, subject to these Rules, have power to
cancel the registration of a professional at any time upon
application of the player, or of his Club, or may transfer him
from one Club to another. $ A professional transferred must
be re-registered by the Club to which he is transferred. The
Council shall also have power to re-instate as an amateur any
professional. All applications for re-instatement must be made
on the Form to be supplied by the Secretary of this Association
marked K in the Schedule annexed to these Rules, and, except
in the case of aprofessional joining the Army, must be sent to
the Secretary between the ist and 31st of May in each year,
and the Council will decide upon the same. A professional
joining the Army may be re-instated immediately on application, but shall not be again registered as a professional until
the expiration of two years from the date of his re-instatement ;
neither, during that period, shall he play as an amateur for any
Club except an Army Club.
34• All agreements between Clubs and professional players
must be in writing, and signed within seven days of the player
signing the registration form.§ Except by mutual consent no
Club or player shall be entitled to determine the agreement
* If aplayer is engaged for the full period iof 12 months, the 2208.
may be paid to him in any proportion that may be mutually agreed
upon between the Club and the player. If aplayer is not engaged for
the full period of 12 months, he must not be paid at a rate exceeding
44 aweek during the term of his engagement.
t No player (except under provisions of Rule 29) is entitled to take
the proceeds of a benefit match until he has been registered as a
professional.
$ The Council will require to be satisfied that the transfer of players
is bond fide, and applications for the purpose of obtaining players for
special matches will not be acceded to.
§ It is not permissible for aprovisional agreement to be entered into
between Clubs and their professional players.
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between them during a current season without the consent of
the Council of this Association. Agreements may provide that
aplayer shall only be paid when played in matches, but if any
such player is not played for a period of one month, he shall
be at liberty to apply to this Association for the cancellation
of the Agreement without conditions.
35• Except as provided by Rule 27, a professional player
shall only play for the Club by which he is registered without
the special permission of this Association.*
36. Any League or other combination of Clubs sanctioned
by this Association may provide in its Rules for a system
whereby aplayer registered with such League or Combination
may be retained, or a transfer fee demanded after the end of a
season's engagement. If such provision is made, the Rules of
any such League or Combination must provide that a player,
if professional, cannot be retained at the end of the season
without payment of wages, or the offer of reasonable terms of
re-engagement, or if amateur, without being played regularly.
Any player unable to agree upon terms of re-engagement or
transfer with the Club by which he is registered, shall have a
right of, and must, in the first instance, appeal to the Committee
of Management of the League or Combination to which such
Club is attached. Every League or Combination must, if this
Association so requires it, annually elect a Board of Appeal
consisting—(i) In the case of Leagues or Combinations
operating in areas controlled by more than one County or
District Association, of three Members of the Council of this
Association, or (2) Where the Clubs comprising such League
or Combination are all within the area of the sarne County or
District Association, of three Members of the Committee of
that County or District Association. The Members forming
the Boards of Appeal elected by the various Leagues or Combinations must in all cases be approved by the Council of this
Association.
Any appeal as to terms of re-engagement or
transfer as aforesaid from the decision of a Management Committee must be to the Board of Appeal, but no appeal shall be
entertained unless the Board of Appeal is satisfied that the
decision of the Committee of Management is contrary to the
Rules of such League or Combination as sanctioned by
the Council of this Association.
37. A professional shall not be allowed to serve on the
* A professional player may, with the consent of the Council,
practise on the ground of aclub other than the ground of the club for
which the player is registered,
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Council of this Association, or on the Committee of any Association, League, or Club, or represent his own or any other Association, League, or Club at any football meeting. When any
person gives notice in writing to the Secretary of this Association that he has ceased to play football, the Council may, if
they think fit, exempt such person from the operation of this
Rule.
38. An amateur player may in writing intimate to the Secretary of this Association the Clubs for which he is a playing
member, and lists shall be published. Without at least fortyeight hours' notice to the Clubs of which he is a member, no
Club or Official of any Club shall induce or attempt to induce a
bona fide player of any Club to become a professional, or leave
his club until the end of the current season. A bond fide player
is one who has played for his club during the current season or
who has intimated to the Secretary of the Association as
provided by this Rule.
39. An amateur player may be insured by his Club against
accidents which occur during play.
The insurance must be
effected with arecognized Assurance Company.
40. In International Matches the qualification shall be
birth.
In the case of British subjects born abroad, their
nationality shall be decided by the nationality of their fathers.
In County and District Association Matches aplayer may only
represent one County Association and one District Association
in the same season, and he must be a bond fide member of a
Club belonging to the County or District Association for which
he plays.
41.The knickerbockers worn by players must be long
enough to reach the ,knee.
42. Players, officials, and spectators are only allowed to take
part in or attend matches on, condition that they observe the
Rules, Regulations, and Bye-laws of this Association, and every
affiliated Association or Club is required to observe and enforce
such Rules, Regulations, and Bye-laws.
43• Every Association or Club is responsible to the Council
for the action of its players, officials, and spectators, and is
required to take all precautions necessary to prevent spectators
threatening or assaulting officials and players during or at the
conclusion of matches. No official of an Association or Club,
Referee, Linesmen, or player shall bet on any Football Match,
and Associations and Clubs are also required to prevent betting
and the use of objectionable language by spectators. In the
case of abreach of this Rule, any player, official, or spectator
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may be removed from any ground, and such force used as may
be necessary for the purpose of effecting such a removal.*
44• Associations affiliated to this Association shall have the
power to dual with violations of the Laws of the Game, the
Rules, Regulations, and Bye-laws of this Association, or misconduct, by any of their Clubs or Associations which are not
directly affiliated to this Association, or by any of their players,
officials, or members.
45• In the event of any Association, Club, player, official,
member, or spectator being proved to the satisfaction of the
Council to have been guilty of any violations of the Laws of the
Game, the Rules, Regulations, and Bye-laws of this Association, or of any misconduct, the Council shall have the power to
order the offending Association, Club, player, official, member,
or spectator to be removed from this Association, suspended
for a stated period, or dealt with in such a manner as the
Council may think fit.
Any Association, Club, or player,
playing with or against the offending Association, Club, or
player after such removal, or during such time of suspension,
shall also be dealt with in such manner as the Council may
* Any player leaving the field during the progress of agame (except
through accident) without the consent of the referee, will be deemed
guilty of misconduct, and will render himself liable to be penalized
under Rule 45•
Without permission of the referee, no person shall be allowed on
the field of play during amatch other than the linesmen and players.
It is the duty of members of the Council, officials of clubs, and
referees to report to the Council all cases of misconduct likely to bring
the game into disrepute ;and officials of clubs must report to the Council
any infringement of rules without delay.
All Clubs connected with the Association must have bills printed
and posted in their grounds, threatening with expulsion any person who
is guilty of insulting or improper conduct towards the Referee.
Any misconduct towards aReferee away from the field of play will
be dealt with in the same way as if the offence had been committed on
the field.
Clubs are expected to provide a private way for players and
officials from playing ground to dressing room wherever this is
practicable.
It is misconduct for any Association or Club, or any player,
official, or member of any Association or Club to offer, or attempt
to offer, either directly or indirectly, any consideration whatever to
another Club, player, or players of any other Club, with aview to
influence the result of amatch. It is misconduct for any Club, player,
or players to accept any such consideration.
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think fit. No suspended player or member of any Association
or Club so suspended or removed from this Association shall
be eligible for membership of any other Association or Club
belonging to this Association without the special permission of
the Council. The Council may also order offending Clubs to
pay all expenses incurred in hearing the case.*
46. The Association shall be entitled to publish in the public
press, or in any other manner it shall think fit, reports of its
proceedings, acts, and resolutions, whether the same shall or
shall not reflect on the character or conduct of any club, official,
player, or spectator, and every such club, official, player, or
spectator shall be deemed to have assented to such publication.
47• Appeals from the decisions of Affiliated Associations may
be made to the Council, but the operation of such decisions
shall not be suspended pending the hearing of an appeal unless
the Council so order. Every appeal under this rule must be
accompanied by a deposit of Rio. On the hearing of the
appeal the Council shall have power to vary, reverse, reduce, or
increase the penalty imposed by the Affiliated Association.
No appeal shall be entertained unless the Council is satisfied
that the decision of the Affiliated Association is contrary to the
* A player shall not act as linesman or referee during suspension.
The Rules of the Association are sufficient to enable the Council,
as the governing authority, to deal with all cases of misconduct,
or failure to carry out the terms of professional players' engagements,
and the Council are of opinion that legal proceedings should only be
taken as alast resource, and then only with the previous consent of the
Council.
Any professional player, whilst under suspension by the Council
for breach of rules, shall not receive any wages or money from his Club
without the consent of the Council.
It is misconduct for any Association or Club, or any player, official,
or member of any Association or Club to offer or attempt to offer, either
directly or indirectly, any consideration whatever to another Club,
player, or players of any other Club, with aview to influence the result
of amatch. It is misconduct for any Club, player, or players to accept
any such consideration.
Without permission of the referee, no person shall be allowed on
the field of play during amatch other than the linesmen and players. .
Any player leaving the field during the progress of agame (except
through accident) without the consent of the referee, will be deemed
guilty of misconduct, and will render himself liable to be penalised
under Rule 45
The suspension of aground prohibits the Club from playing within a
radius of six miles of its ground,
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principles and practice of this Association and the Football
Association heretofore.*
48. The Council may call upon the Associations, Clubs, or
individuals charged with offending against the Rules, to prove
to the satisfaction of the Council that the offence has not been
committed, and failing such satisfactory proof the Clubs or
individuals may be adjudged guilty of the offence. The Council
shall have power to call upon any Associations, Clubs, or
players to produce any books, letters, or documents, and other
evidence the Council may desire.
49. Any complaint or claim made by a Club or player shall
be in writing, and duplicate copies shall be sent to the Secretary
accompanied by a deposit of twenty shillings, which deposit
shall be forfeited if the complaint be not sustained. In the
event of a frivolous or vexatious complaint being made, the
Council shall have power to compel the complaining Club or
player to pay such expenses of the Club or player complained
of as may be deemed fit. Any complaint relating to the nonfulfilment of a match fixture, or claim under guarantee, must
be made within twenty-eight days from the date upon which
the match was played or should have been played. Neither
barrister nor solicitor shall represent a Club or player at the
hearing of a complaint or claim unless he be the Secretary
of the Club concerned, and appear as such in the printed list of
secretaries in the official rule book.t
5o. Any player selected to play in any International or other
match arranged by this Association and (without good and
sufficient cause) refusing to comply with the arrangements of
the Council for playing the match, or failing to play in such
* The Rules of the Association are sufficient to enable the Council,
as the governing authority, to deal with all cases of misconduct, or
failure to carry out the terms of professional players' engagements,
and the Council are of opinion that legal proceedings should only be
taken as alast resource, and then only with the previous consent of the
Council.
t All claims by players against Clubs for wages or expenses must be
limited to the current season, and will not be considered unless the
claims are made within twenty-eight days of the close of the season.
The Rules of the Association are sufficient to enable the Council,
as the governing authority, to deal tivith all cases of misconduct, or
failure to carry out the terms of professional players' engagements,
and the Council are of opinion that legal proceedings should only be
taken as alast resource, and then oilly with the previous consent of the
Council,
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match, may be adjudged by the Council to have been guilty of
misconduct, and any Club who may be deemed to have
encouraged or instigated such player to commit a breach of
instruction or rule, shall be deemed guilty of asimilar offence.

THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION.
THE LAWS Off' THE GAME.
i.The game should be played by eleven players on each
side. The field of play shall be as shown in the plan (see page
41)subject to the following provisions :The dimensions of the
field of play shall be—maximum length, 130 yards; minimum
length, ioo yards; maximum breadth, ioo yards ; minimum
breadth, 50 yards.
The field of play shall be marked by
boundary-lines. The lines at each end are the goal-lines, and
the lines at the sides are the touch-lines. The touch-lines shall
be drawn at right angles with the goal-lines.* A flag with a
staff not less than 5 feet high shall be placed at each corner.
A half-way line shall be marked out across the field of play.
The centre of the field of play shall be indicated by a suitable
mark, and a circle with a io yards' radius shall be made round
it. The goals shall be upright posts fixed on the goal-lines,
equidistant from the corner flag-staffs, 8 yards apart, with a
bar across them 8feet from the ground. The maximum width
of the goal-posts and the maximum depth of the cross-bar shall
be 5inches. Lines shall be marked 6 yards from each goalpost at right angles to the goal-lines for a distance of 6 yards,
and these shall be connected with each other by a line parallel
to the goal-lines ;the space within these lines shall be the goal
area. Lines shall be marked 18 yards from each goal-post at
right angles to the goal-lines for a distance of 18 yards, and
these shall be connected with each other by a line parallel to
the goal-lines ;the space within these lines shall be the penalty
area. A suitable mark shall be made opposite the centre of
each goal, 12 yards from the goal-line ;this shall be the penalty
kick mark.
The circumference of the ball shall not be less
than 27 inches nor more than 28 inches. The outer casing of
the ball must be of leather, and no material shall be used in
the construction of the ball which would constitute a danger
Decision of the International Board :—The touch and goal-lines
must not be snarl<ed by aV-shaped rut.
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to the players. In International snatches, the dimensions of
the field of play shall be—maximum length, i20 yards ;minimum length, iio yards ;minimum breadth, 70 yards ;and at
the commencement of the game the weight of the ball shall be
from 13 to 15 ounces.
2. The duration of the game shall be go minutes, unless
otherwise mutually agreed upon. The winners of the toss shall
have the option of kick-off or choice of goals. The game shall
be commenced by a place-kick from the centre of the field of
play in the direction of the opponents' goal-line ;the opponents
shall not approach within io yards of the ball until it is kicked
off, nor shall any player on either side pass the centre of the
ground in the direction of his opponents' goal until the ball is
kicked off.*
3. Ends shall only be changed at half-time. The interval at
half-time shall not exceed five minutes, except by consent of
the Referee. After agoal is scored the losing side shall kick
off, and after the change of ends at half-time the ball shall be
kicked off by the opposite side from that which originally did
so ;and always as provided in Law 2.
4. Except as otherwise provided by these Laws, a goal shall
be scored when the ball has passed between the goal-posts
under the bar, not being thrown, knocked on, nor carried by
any player of the attacking side. If from any cause during the
progress of the game the bar is displaced, the Referee shall
have power to award a goal if in his opinion the ball would
have passed under the bar if it had not been displaced. The
ball is in play if it rebounds from a goal-post, cross-bar, or a
corner flag-staff into the field of play. The ball is in play if it
touches the Referee or a Linesman when in the field of play.
The ball is out of play when it has crossed the goal-line or
touch-line, either on the ground or in the air.'
5. When the ball is in touch, aplayer of the opposite side to
that which played it out shall throw it in from the point on the
touch-line where it left the field of play. The player throwing
the ball must stand on the touch-line facing the field of play,
and shall throw the ball in over his head with both hands in
any direction, and it thall be in play when thrown in. A goal
shall not be scored from a throw-in, and the thrower shall not
again play until the ball has been played by another player.
* Decision of the International Board :—If this Law is not complied
Nvith, the kick-off must be taken over again.
t Decision of the International Board :—The whole of the ball must
have passed over the goal-line, or touch-line, before it is out of play.
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This Law is complied with if the player has any part of both
feet on the line when he throws the ball in.
6. When a player plays the ball, or throws it in from touch,
any player of the same side who at such moment of playing or
throwing-in is nearer to his opponents' goal-line is out of play,
and may not touch the ball himself, nor in any way whatever
interfere with an opponent, or with the play, until the ball has
been again played, unless there are at such moment of playing
or throwing-in at least three of his opponents nearer their own
goal-line. A player is not out of play in the case of a cornerkick, or when the ball is kicked off from goal, or when it has
been last played by an opponent.
7. When the ball is played behind the goal-line by a player
of the opposite side, it shall be kicked off by any one of the
players behind whose goal-line it went, within that half of the
goal nearest the point where the ball left the field of play ;but,
if played behind by any one of the side whose goal-line it is, a
player of the opposite side shall kick it from within iyard of
the nearest corner flag-staff.* In either case an opponent shall
not be allowed within 6yards of the ball until it is kicked off.
8. The goal-keeper may, within his own half of the field of
play, use his hands, but shall not carry the ball. The goalkeeper shall not be charged except when he is holding the ball,
or obstructing an opponent, or when he has passed outside the
goal area. The goal-keeper may be changed during the game,
but notice of such change must first be given to the Referee.'
9. Neither tripping, kicking, nor jumping at aplayer shall be
allowed. A player (the goal-keeper excepted) shall not intentionally handle the ball. A player shall not use his hands to
hold or push an opponent.
Charging is permissible, but it
must not be violent or dangerous.
A player shall not be
charged from behind unless he is intentionally obstructing an
opponent.$
io. When a free kick has been awarded, the kicker's oppo* Decision of the International Board :—The corner flag must not
be removed when acorner hick is taken.
t Decision of the International Board :—If agoal-1 eeper has been
changed without the Referee being notified, and the new goal-keeper
handles the ball within the penalty area, a penalty kick must be
awarded.
$ Decision of the International Board :—Cases of handling the ball
and tripping, pushing, kicking, or holding an opponent, and charging
an opponent from behind, may so happen as to be considered uninterttional, and lyhen this is so, no penalty must be awarded.
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nents shall not approach within 6yards of the ball unless they
are standing on their own goal-line. The ball at least must be
rolled over before it shall be considered played—i.e. it must
make a complete circuit or travel the difference of its circumference. The kicker shall not play the ball a second time until
it has been played by another player. The kick-off (except as
provided by Law z), corner-kick, and goal-kick, shall be free
kicks within the meaning of this Law.
II. A goal may be scored from afree kick which is awarded
because of any infringement of Law 9, but not from any other
free kick.
ia. A player shall not wear any nails, except such as have
their heads driven in flush with the leather, or metal plates or
projections, or gutta percha, on his boots, or on his shin guards.
If bars or studs on the soles or heels of the boots are used, they
shall not project more than half an inch, and shall have all their
fastenings driven in flush with the leather. Bars shall be transverse and flat, not less than half an inch in width, and shall
extend from side to side of the boot. Studs shall be round in
plan, not less than half an inch in diameter, and in no case
conical or pointed.* Any player discovered infringing this Law
shall be prohibited from taking further part in the match. The
Referee shall, if required, examine the players' boots before the
commencement of amatch.
13. A Referee shall be appointed, whose duties shall be to
enforce the Laws and decide all disputed points ;and his decision on points of fact connected with the play shall be final.
He shall also keep arecord of the game, and act as timekeeper.
In the event of any ungentlemanly behaviour on the part of any
of the players, the offender or offenders shall be cautioned, and
if the offence is repeated, or in case of violent conduct without
any previous caution, the Referee shall have power to order
the offending player or players off the field of play, and shall
transmit the name or names of such player or players to his or
their National Association, who shall deal with the matter.'
The Referee shall have power to allow for time wasted, to
suspend the game when he thinks fit, and to terminate the
* Decision of the International Board :—Wearing soft india-rubber
on the soles of boots is not aviolation of this Law.
t Decision of the International Board :—All reports by Referees to
be made within three days after the occurrence.
Referees may in certain ,circumstances send their reports to the
affiliated Association concerned.
See Agreement dated June 17,
1895.
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game whenever, by .reason of darkness, interference by spectators, or other cause, he may deem necessary ;but in all cases
in which a game is so terminated he shall report the same to
the Association under whose jurisdiction the game was played,
who shall have full power to deal with the matter. The Referee
shall have power to award afree kick in any case in which he
thinks the conduct of a player dangerous, or likely to prove
dangerous, but not sufficiently so as to justify him in putting
in force the greater powers vested in him. The power of the
Referee extends to offences committed when the play has been
temporarily suspended, and when the ball is out of play.
14. Two linesmen shall be appointed, whose duty (subject to
the decision of the Referee) shall be to decide when the ball is
out of play, and which side is entitled to the corner-kick, goalkick, or throw-in ;and to assist the Referee in carrying out
the game in accordance with the Laws.* In the event of any
undue interference or improper conduct by a Linesman, the
Referee shall have power to order him off the field of play and
appoint a substitute, and report the circumstances to the
National Association having jurisdiction over him, who shall
deal with the matter.
15. In the event of a supposed infringement of the Laws, the
ball shall be in play until adecision has been given.
16. In the event of any temporary suspension of play from
any cause, the ball not having gone into touch or behind the
goal-line, the Referee shall throw the ball down where it was
when play was suspended, and it shall be in play when it has
touched the ground.
If the ball goes into touch or behind the
goal-line before it is played by aplayer, the Referee shall again
throw it down. The players on either side shall not play the
ball until it has touched the ground.
17. In the event of any infringement of Laws 5, 6, 8, io, or
16, afree kick shall be awarded to the opposite side, from the
place where the infringement occurred. In the event of any
intentional infringement of Law 9 outside the penalty area, or
by the attacking side within the penalty area, afree kick shall
be awarded to the opposite side from the place where the infringement occurred. In the event of any intentional infringement of Law 9 by the defending side within the penalty area
* Decision of the International Board :—Linesmen, where neutral,
should call the attention of the Referee to rough play or ungentlemanly
conduct, and generally assist him to carry out the game in a proper
manner,
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the Referee shall award the opponents a penalty kick *which
shall be taken from the penalty kick mark under the following
conditions :All players, with the exception of the player taking
the penalty kick and the opponents' goal-keeper, shall be outside
the penalty area. The opponents' goal-keeper shall not advance
beyond his goal line. The ball must be kicked forward. The
ball shall be in play when the kick is taken, and agoal may be
scored from a penalty kick ;but the ball shall not be again
played by the kicker until it has been played by another player.
If necessary, time of play shall be extended to admit of the
penalty kick being taken. A free kick shall also be awarded to
the opposite side if the ball is not kicked forward, or is played
a second time by the player who takes the penalty kick until it
has been played by another player. The Referee may refrain
from putting the provisions of this Law into effect in cases where
he is satisfied that by enforcing them he would be giving an
advantage to the offending side. If when a penalty kick is
taken the ball passes between the goal-posts, under the bar, the
goal shall not be nullified by reason of any infringement by the
defending side.

DEFINI TION

OF TERMS.

A PLACE KICK is akick at the ball while it is on the ground
in the centre of the field of play.
A FREE KICK is akick at the ball in any direction the player
pleases, when it is lying on the ground.
A Place Kick, a Free Kick, or a Penalty Kick must not be
taken until the Referee has given a signal for the same.
CARRYING by the goal-keeper is taking more than two steps
while holding the ball, or bouncing it on the hand.
KNOCKING ON is when a player strikes or propels the ball
with his hands or arms.
HANDLING AND TRIPPING. —Handling is intentionally playing
the ball with the hand or arm, and Tripping is intentionally
throwing, or attempting to throw, an opponent by the use of the
legs, or by stooping in front of or behind him.
* Decision of the International Board :—A penalty kick can be
awarded irrespective of the position of the ball at the time the offence
is committed. In the event of the ball touching the goal-keeper before
passing betNveeh the posts, when apenalty kick is being taken at the,
expiry of time, agoal is scored.
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HOLDING includes the obstruction of a player by the hand
or any part of the arm extended from the body.
TOUCH is that part of the ground on either side of the field of
play.
THE INTERNATIONAL
FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION BOARD .
RULES.
i. This Board shall be called the International Pootball
Association Board.
The Football Association, the Scottish
Football Association, the Football Association of Wales, and
the Irish Football Association, shall each be entitled to send
two representatives, who shall constitute the Board.
z. The Board shall discuss and decide proposed alterations
in the Laws of the Game, and such matters affecting Association Football in its International relations, as may be referred
to them after consideration by either the governing bodies or
General Meetings of the Associations forming the Board.
3. The governing bodies of each Association shall forward
in?writing, on or before the ist day of April in each year, to
the Secretary of the Association entitled to convene the next
meeting, any suggestions or alterations deemed desirable, which
shall be printed and distributed on or before the aoth day of
April for consideration at the Annual General Meetings of the
Associations.
4. The Board shall meet annually on the second Saturday
in June, at the invitation of each Association in order of
seniority. One of the representatives of the Association convening the meeting shall preside, and the other shall act as
Secretary.
5. The Minute Book of the proceedings shall be fully entered
up by the Secretary, and forwarded to the Association next in
rotation before the ist of June ensuing :
6. Business shall not be proceeded with at any meeting unless
three Associations are represented.
7. No alterations shall be made in the Laws of the Game
except at the Annual Meeting in June, and then only on the
unanimous vote of the members present. Other resolutions
shall not be adopted unless agreed to by three-fourths of those
present.
S. The Association, which by order of rotation is entitled to
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convene the Annual Meeting for the current year,* on receiving
awritten requisition signed by two of the Associations, accompanied by a copy of the proposals intended to be submitted,
shall call a Special Meeting of the Board.
Such Special
Meeting must be -held within twenty-eight days of the receipt
of the requisition, and the four Associations forming the Board
must receive twenty-one days' notice, together with a copy of
the proposals.
9. The decisions of this Board shall be at once binding on
all the Associations, and no alteration in the Laws of the Game
made by any Association shall be valid until accepted by this
Board.

RULES

OF THE CHALLENGE CUP
COMPETITION.

T. The Cup shall be called "The Football Association
Challenge Cup."
z. The Cup is the property of the Football Association,
Limited.
3. The entire control and management of the competition
shall be vested in the Council.
4. The competition shall be open to all Clubs belonging to
this or an affiliated Association and approved by the Council.
The Cup shall be competed for annually in accordance with
these rules by eleven members, who, unless asatisfactory reason
is given, shall represent the full available strength of each competing Club. The Mayers shall also be duly qualified according
to the Rules of the Association.
5. Each Club desirous of competing shall give notice of such
desire to the Secretary of the Association on or before ist day
of May previous to that season in which such Club proposes to
compete, and shall with such notice forward an entrance fee of
ten shillings.
Clubs (other than the four Clubs which competed in the Semi-final Ties of the previous season) desiring
to be exempted in the Qualifying Competition must give notice
of such desire and forward the entrance fee before the zoth day
of March. An Amateur Club competing for this Cup may also
compete for the Amateur Challenge Cup. The Council may
reject the entry of any Club if they deem such acourse desirable.

* The current year shall be understood to commence on the second
Saturday of June.
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6. A .
Player shall not in the same season play for more than
one competing Club, but the members of each respective team
may be changed during the series of matches.
In the fireliminary and the first and second rounds of the Qualifying
Cornfielition, it is not necessary for aplayer to fiossess any other
qualification than that required by the rules of lite Association.
.Except in the preliminary and the first and second rounds of the
Qualifying Competition, a Mayer must have been a recognized
playing member of his Club for at least fourteen days previous
to the date fixed for playing the match. A playing member is
one who has either actually played for his Club in the current
season, or who has, in writing, intimated to the Secretary of
the Association that he is a playing member of that Club. The
Secretary shall, in writing, acknowledge the receipt of every
such intimation. A player qualified to play in any round, shall
be deemed qualified to play in any subsequent round by virtue
of his original qualification. In the case of postponed, drawn,
or re-played matches, only those players shall be allowed to
play who were eligible on the date fixed for the completion of
the round in which the match was originally played.*
7. Every Club playing in the Competition proper shall, not
less than five days before the match, send to the opposing Club
a list of players from which the team for such match will be
selected; and no objection to the qualification of any player
inentioned in such list shall be entertained, unless notice of
objection, stating particulars, is given at least twenty-four hours
before the commencement of the match. In the case of a postponed, drawn, or re-played match, the above periods of time
shall be observed so far as circumstances will permit. Lists
and objections must be sent by registered letter.
8. If the Council have any doubt as to the qualification of
any player taking part in this competition, they shall have
power to call upon such player, or the Club to which he belongs,
or for which he played, to prove that he is qualified according
to the Rules, and failing satisfactory proof the Council may
disqualify such player, and may remove the Club from the
competition, or impose such other penalty as they may think
fit. Any Club making a frivolous objection will be liable to
removal from the Competition.
9. The Council shall have the power to disqualify any competing Club, or player, or players for any competing Club, who
* A player who has been suspended may play in postponed, drawn,
or re-played Ties after the term of his suspension has expired,
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may be proved to be guilty of any breach of the Rules of the
Association.
io. There shall be—
p• Qualifying Competition, and
A Competition Proper.
The four Clubs which competed in the; Semi-Final Ties of
the previous season, and (provided they have again entered)
forty-eight Clubs to be selected by the Council from those
which competed in the previous season shall be exempted till
the Competition Proper. Notice ,shall be given of the date
upon which such selection will be made, but application must
be made for exemption before the loth day of March, according
to Rule 5.
II. The Qualifying Competition shall consist of all other
Clubs. Of these twelve Clubs shall be selected by the Council
from those which competed in the previous season (provided
they have again entered), and these shall be exempted until the
last round of the Qualifying Competition.
The other Clubs
shall be divided into twenty-four Divisions geographically convenient and as nearly equal in number of Clubs as possible,
and these shall compete until only one is left in each Division.
The winnea s in the twenty- f
our Divisions shall be divided into
twelve Divisions geographically convenient, and these shall
Play one round. The twelve Clubs selected wader this rule and
the wiaaners of the twelve Divisions shall then be drawn together,
and caarafiete in the last round of the Qualifying Conifietition.
The winners of this round shall compete in the Competition
Proper. All necessary byes shall be given in the first round of
the Qualifying Competition, and the Competition shall be completed on or before the 22nd day of December. The Qualifying Competition (except the last round) shall be managed by
Divisional Committees appointed by the Council, whose decisions shall be final, and whose powers for managing the
Competition shall be the same as those of the Council.
12. The Competition Proper shall consist of thefifty-two Clubs
which are exempted from the Qualifying Competition and the
twelve winners of the Qualifying Competition.
These shall
compete until the Final Tie is played, when the winning Club
shall hold the Cup for the current year.
13. The Clubs after having been placed by the Council in
their proper Competitions shall be drawn in couples. These
couples shall compete, and the winners shall be drawn and
shall compete in the same manner, and this shall be continued
until the end of the Competition.
Immediately after each
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draw is made notice shall be given to each Club of the name
of its opponent, and the date and hour when the tie shall be
played. All ties in each round shall be played on one date and
at such hours as the Council may determine.
14. Unless otherwise mutually arranged, the Club which is in
each instance first drawn in the ballot shall have choice of
ground. Except as provided by Rule 29, a Club shall not be
allowed to select aground other than that on which it is accustomed to play without the consent of the opposing Club. In
the case of replayed matches, the Club which had not the
choice of ground for the first match shall have the choice of
ground for the second match. If the ground of the Club having
choice of ground is considered unsuitable for a Cup Tie, the
opposing club may appeal to the Council within three days of
the receipt of the official intimation of the draw. Such appeal
must be accompanied by a fee of two guineas, which shall be
forfeited if the appeal is not sustained. The Council may order
the match to be played on the ground of the appealing Club,
or on a neutral ground. If such appeal be not sustained, the
complaining Club may be called upon to pay the expenses
incurred in deciding the appeal. Each Club must take every
precaution to keep its ground in playing condition, and if
necessary, either Club may require the referee to visit the
ground two hours before the advertised time to kick off, and
decide as to its fitness for play.
Clubs shall not mutually
arrange to play a match in lieu of a Cup Tie. If a match is
played to a conclusion, it must be a Cup Tie, but if from any
cause a match is not completed, it must be re-played the full
time of one hour and a half.
Postponed matches shall be
played on the following Saturday, unless the Clubs agree to an
earlier date. This Rule does not apply to Semi-final and Final
Ties.*
15. The duration of each match shall be one hour and ahalf,
and the referee shall allow for time wasted or lost through
accident or other cause.
16. In all matches preceding the Semi-final Ties the following provisions shall apply. An extra half-hour may be played
in matches which result in a draw,' provided the two Clubs
mutually agree and intimate their decision to the referee before
* Where the colours of two competing clubs are the same, the home
team must change.
t When an extra half-hour is played, the game shall recommence as
provided by Law 2, and fifteen minutes shall be played each way.
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the match commences. When amatch has resulted in a draw,
it must be replayed on the following Thursday, unless the Clubs
mutually agree at the conclusion of the match to an earlier
day, and at once jointly intimate their decision to the Secretary
of the Association. If the second match should also result in
a draw, it must be replayed not later than the following Monday,
and the Council shall fix the ground and day, unless the Clubs
mutually agree at the conclusion of the match and at once
jointly intimate their decision to the Secretary of the Association. When areplayed match has resulted in a draw an extra
half hour inust be played.
17. Any Club intending to scratch, must give information of
their intention to do so to the Secretary of the opposing Club
not less than eight days before the date fixed for playing. A
Club failing to comply with this rule shall be reported to the
Council, who shall have power to compel such offending Club
to pay the expenses incurred by their opponents, or of taking
such action as they may deem expedient. If a Cfub decides to
scratch after a drawn game, intimation must be given to its
opponent at the close of the snatch.*
18. The Council shall fix the grounds for all Semi-final and
Final Ties, and shall have direct control of all the arrangements
connected with these matches. When a Semi-final match has
resulted in a draw, it must be replayed on the following
Thursday, unless the Clubs mutually agree at the conclusion of
the match to play on the Wednesday, and at once jointly
intimate their decision to the Secretary of the Association. If the
second match should also result in adraw, it must be replayed
on the following Monday, unless the Clubs mutually agree at
the conclusion of the match to play on an earlier day, and at
once jointly intimate their decision to the Secretary of the
Association. When a final match has resulted in a draw it
must be replayed on or before the following Saturday, as the
Council may determine. If the second match should also result
in a draw, it must be replayed on or before the following
Thursday, as the Council may determine. When a replayed
match under this Rule has resulted in a draw an extra halfhour must be played.i9. In the Semi-final and Final Ties any Club failing to play,
Clubs failing to give a satisfactory reason for scratching, shall not
be allowed to enter the Competition the following season.
t When an extra half-hour is played the game shall recommence as
provided by Law 2, and fifteen minutes shall be played each way.
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without showing a good and sufficient cause for such failure to
play, may be adjudged by the Council to have been guilty of
serious misconduct, and liable to be dealt with tinder Rule 45
of the Association.
2o. The dimensions pf the field of play for Cup Ties shall be
as follows :—For Semi-final and Final Ties, i15 yards by 70 to
75 yards.
For all other ties, maximum length, 120 yards ;
minimum length, iio yards ; maximum breadth, 8o yards ;
minimum breadth, 70 yards. Goal nets must be used in all
ties.
21. In the Qualifying Competition (except the last i-ouna
thereof) Referees shall be appointed by the Divisional Committees, and the Clubs may afifioint Linesmen.
In the last
round of the Qualifying Competition, and in the Competition
Proffer, the Council shall appoint the Referees and Linesmen,
and neither past nor present members of the contending Clubs
shall be eligible. The expenses of all officials appointed by the
Council to officiate in any match prior to the Semi-final and
Final Ties shall be paid by the Club upon whose ground the
match takes place.*
22. The Referee shall have power to decide as to the fitness
of the ground in all snatches, and in other respects the duties
of the Referee and Linesman shall be as defined in Laws of
the Game 13 and 14.
23. The Secretary of the winning Club, or in case of a draw
the Secretary of each Club, shall send notice of the result, in
writing, to the Secretary of the Association within two days
after the snatch is played (Sundays not included).
Clubs
failing to comply with this rule shall be subject to a fine of
ios., and in default of payment shall be struck out of the competition.
24. All questions relating to the qualification of competitors,
or interpretation of the Rules, or any dispute or protest whatever, shall be referred to the Council, whose decision shall be
final and binding on both Clubs. Every protest must be made
in writing, and must contain the particulars of the grounds
upon which it is founded. Two copies of the protest must be
lodged with the Association, accompanied by a fee of two
guineas, within two days of the match to which it relates
* The scale of charges for officials appointed by the Association shall
be One Guinea, and railway and cab fares actually paid. First-class
fares will be allowed to officials who do not charge a fee. If a fee is
charged, third-class fares will be allowed. When necessary for officials
to arrive the night before the match, hotel expenses will be allowed,
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(Sundays not included).
The fee shall be forfeited to the
Association in the event of the protest not being sustained.
The Council may order any Club engaged in a dispute or
protest to pay such sum as may be considered necessary
towards defraying the expenses incurred. Any protest relating
to the ground, goal-posts or bars, or other appurtenances of the
game, shall not be entertained by the Council unless an objection has been lodged with the Referee before the commencement of the match. The Referee shall require the responsible
Club to remove the cause of objection, if this is possible without
unduly delaying the progress of the match. When an objection
has been lodged with the Referee, a protest must be made to
the Association, and neither objection nor protest shall be
withdrawn, except by leave of the Council.
25. The Secretary of the Association shall send a copy of
the protest and particulars to the Club protested against. Each
Club may support its case by witnesses. If a member of the
Council is connected with a Club concerned in a dispute or
protest, he shall not sit on the Council while the dispute or
protest is being considered. Neither Barrister nor Solicitor
shall represent a Club at the hearing of adispute or protest,
unless lie be the Secretary of the Club concerned, and appear
as such in the printed list of Secretaries in the Official Eule
Book.
26. The proceeds of matches (except re-played matches in
consequence of breach of Rule) shall, after paying thereout
the advertising, ground, and other expenses of the match, and
third-class railway fares of the eleven players of the visiting
Club, be divided as follows :—
(t) In a match prior to the Competition Proper, equally
between the Competing Clubs.
(2) In a snatch in the Competition Proper (except Semifinal and Final ties), five per cent. of the gross gates
shall be paid to the Association, and the balance
equally divided between the Competing Clubs.
(3) In Semi-final and Final Ties, as provided by Rule 30.
If the receipts are not sufficient to cover the entire expenses of
the match, the advertising, ground, and other expenses (except
railway fares), shall be a first charge.* The home Club shall
* Ground and other expenses referred to are—printing, posting,
advertising, police charges, and referee's charges. Railway fares to be
allowed shall be the actual fares paid, but not exceeding third class.
A Club may, at its own expense, erect temporary stands and take
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provide for the sale of tickets, and the visiting Club for checking the sale. The expenses of sellers and checkers shall not be
a charge on the gate. All members or ticket holders shall pay
the admission charges to the ground and stands.*
The gate
receipts shall be approximately divided immediately after the
match, and a full statement and settlement shall be made
within seven days of the match.t
27. When a match is postponed through causes over which
neither Club has any control, the expenses shall be paid out of
the receipts of the second match.
28. In any match ordered to be re-played in consequence of
abreach of Rule, the Club in default shall not receive any share
of the proceeds of such re-played match (except third-class
railway fares for the eleven players) without the consent of the
Council, and such consent shall only be given under special
circumstances. If consent be not given, the share shall be
taken by the Association.
29. A Club not having a private ground shall provide a
private or enclosed ground, where gate-money shall be charged
for Cup Ties, free of all charge to the visiting Club, or play on
its opponents' ground.
3o. The Council shall, at the end of each year, ascertain the
balance in favour of the General Account (as provided for by
Rule i9 of the Association), and shall divide such balance
amongst the Clubs competing in the Semi-final and Final Ties
fto rafa as to the net gate receipts of each particular tie, provided always, that the sum to be so divided shall not in any
case exceed the total sum of the net gate receipts of the Semifinal and Final Ties.
31. When the winning Club shall have been ascertained, the
Association shall deliver the Cup to such Club, which shall be f
responsible for its return to the Treasurer of the Association€
the proceeds, in cases where the opposing club declines to join in the'
expenses of the erection. A temporary stand becomes a permanent
one if used after the match for which it was erected.
* All members, and also ladies and boys, must be charged fo
admission to ground, enclosure, and stands in matches in all Cup Ties.
The minimum admission to matches in the Qualifying Competition
shall be fourpence, and to matches in the Competition Proper sixpence.
Associations and Clubs are recommended to grant free admission,
where practicable, to soldiers and sailors wearing His Majesty'
uniform.
t Expenses for clearing the ground of snow, and in other ways pre
wring the ground, must be bgrne by the home Club,
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on or before the ist day of February in the ensuing year, in
good order and condition. Should the Cup be destroyed or
damaged by fire or other accident whilst under the care or
custody of the Club, the Club shall refund to the Association
the amount of its original value or the cost of thorough repair,
and should the Cup be lost or destroyed from any other cause
whilst under the care or custody of the Club, the Club shall in
addition to any other penalty which the Association may impose, pay to the Association a sum of 6ioo as and for liquidated
damages.
32. In addition to the Cup, the Association shall present
Medals or Badges to the players in the Final Tie.
33• All notices required to be given to the Association by
any of these Rules shall be addressed to the Secretary, at the
offices of The Football Association, Ltd., 104, High Holborn,
London, W.C.
34. The Council shall have power to alter or add to the above
Rules as they from time to time deem expedient.
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RULES OF THE AMATEUR CHALLENGE
COMPETITION.

CUP

i. The Cup shall be called "The Football Association
Amateur Challenge Cup."
z. The Cup is the property of the Football Association,
Limited.
3. The entire control and management of the Competition
shall be vested in the Council.
4. The Competition shall be open to all amateur Clubs belonging to this or an affiliated Association and approved by the
Council. The Cup shall be competed for annually in accordance with the following rules by eleven members (amateurs),
,
zuho, unless a satisfactory reason is given, shall rebresent the
full available strength of each competing Club. Any Club
having one or more professionals registered is not an Amateur
Club within the meaning of this Rule.
5. A professional who has been reinstated as an amateur
after 1902 shall not be eligible to play in this Competition.
6. Each Club desirous of competing shall give notice of such
desire to the Secretary of the Association, on or before the ist
day of September previous to that season in which such Club
proposes to compete, and shall with such notice forward an
entrance fee o£ ten shillings. The Council may reject the entry
H
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of any Club if they deem such a course desirable, Clubs desiring to be excused the Qualifying Competition under Rule ir,
must give notice of such desire, and forward their entrance fees
before the r5th day of May in each year.
7. A member shall not be allowed to play for more than one
competing club, but the players of each representative team
may be changed during the series of matches. In the Qualifying Competition each player must have been a playing member
of the Club for which he proposes to compete at least twentyeight days previous to the day fixed for playing the snatch,
except as hereinafter provided. In the first round of the Qualifying Competition no such twenty-eight days' qualification is
required, and in the second round, when it is fixed to be played
within twenty-eight days from the date fixed for the first round,
each player must have been aplaying member of the Club for
which he proposes to compete at least fourteen days previous
to the day fixed for playing the snatch. For the purposes of
the Qualifying Competition a playing member of a Club is one
who has either actually played for the Club during the current
or the previous Season, or one who has since the previous
Season in writing intimated to the Secretary of the Association
that he is a playing member of that Club. The Secretary of
the Association shall, in writing, acknowledge the receipt o£
every such intimation. In the Competition proper each player
must have played twice for his Club in the current season
twenty-eight days at least previous to the day fixed for playing
the match. In the case of postponed, drawn, or re-played
matches, only those players shall be allowed to play who were
eligible on the date fixed for the completion of the round in
which the match was originally played.* The twenty-eight and
fourteen days qualifications are not required for a player playing with a Club consisting of old boys of anyone Public School.
Such Public School player shall also be eligible to play in the
Competition Proper, although he may not have played twice for
his Club in the current season.
S. If the Council have any doubt as to the qualification of
any player taking part in this competition, they shall have
power to call upon such player, or the Club to which he belongs,
or for which he played, to prove that he is qualified according
to the Rules, and failing satisfactory proof the Council may
disqualify such player, and may remove the Club from the
* A player who has been suspended may play in postponed, drawn,
or re-played ties after the term of his suspension has expired.

t
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Competition, or impose such other penalty as they may think
fit.
9. The Council shall have the power to disqualify any competing Club, or player, or players for any competing Club, who
may be proved to be guilty of any breach of the Rules of the
Association.
to. The Council shall divide the competing Clubs into two
Divisions, viz. The Northern Division and the Southern
Division, and in each of these two Divisions there shall be a
Qualifying Competition and a Competition Proper.
ii. The Competition shall be conducted in the following
manner
In each Division, io Clubs (including the two last Clubs
left in the Division in the previous year's Competition,
provided they have complied with Rule 6) shall be
excused the Qualifying Competition.
The Clubs not so excused in each Division shall be divided
into six Districts geographically convenient, and shall
compete in a Qualifying Competition until only one Club
is left in each of the six Districts. The Council shall
have the power to divide each District into groups if
thought necessary.
All Clubs, including the two last Clubs left in each Division,
desiring to be excused, shall give notice before the i5th day of
May in each year, according to Rule 6.
12. The Qualifying Competitions shall be completed by
December 31st. All the necessary byes shall be given in the
Qualifying Competitions, and all the Ties in each round shall
be played on one date and at such hours as the Council may
determine.
13. The Clubs excused the Qualifying Competitions, together
with the District winners in each Division, shall enter the
Competition Proper. The Clubs in the Competition Proper of
each Division shall then be subdivided into groups at the
discretion of the Council and drawn in couples and shall compete among themselves until one Club is left. The winner of
the Northern Division shall meet the winner of the Southern
Division in the Final Tie, and the winning Club shall hold the
Cup for the current year.
14. The Secretary of the Association shall, immediately after
each draw is made, intimate to each Club the name of its
opponent and the date and hour when the Tie shall be played.
15. Unless otherwise mutually arranged, the Club which is
in each instance first drawn in the ballot shall have choice of

Ik
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ground. Except as provided by Rule 31, a Club shall not be
allowed to select aground other than that on which it is accustomed to play, without the consent of the opposing Club. In
the case of re-played snatches, the Club which had not the
choice of ground for the first match shall have choice of ground
for the second snatch. If the ground of the Club having choice
of ground is considered unsuitable for a Cup Tie, the opposing
Club may appeal to the Council within three days of the receipt
of the official intimation of the draw. The Council may order
the match to be played on the ground of the appealing Club,
or on a neutral ground. If such appeal be not sustained, the
complaining Club may be called upon to pay the expenses
incurred in deciding the appeal. Each club must take every
precaution to keep its ground in playing condition, and if
necessary, either Club may apply to the Association, and the
Secretary shall require the Referee or some other person to
examine the ground and decide as to its fitness for play in
sufficient time to save expenses being incurred by the Clubs of
unnecessary journeys.
Clubs shall not mutually arrange to
play a match in lieu of a Cup Tie. If a snatch is played to a
conclusion, it must be a Cup Tie, but if from any cause a match
is not completed it must be replayed the full time of one hour
and ahalf. Postponed matches shall be played on the following
Saturday, unless the Clubs agree to an earlier date. This Rule
does not apply to the last match in each Division (which
matches shall be considered the Semi-final Ties) and to the
Final Tie.*
16. The duration of each match shall be one hour and a
half, and the Referee shall allow for time wasted or lost through
accident or other cause.
17. In all matches preceding the Semi-final Ties, the following provisions shall apply.
An extra half-hour may be
played in matches which result in a draw, provided the two
Clubs mutually agree and intimate their decision to the Referee
before the match commences. When a match has resulted in
a draw it must be re-played on the following Saturday, unless
the Clubs mutually agree at the conclusion of the match to an
earlier. day, and at once jointly intimate their decision to the
Secretary of the Association. If the second match should also
result in a draw it must be re-played not later than the following Wednesday, and the Council shall fix the ground and
day unless the Clubs mutually agree at the conclusion of the
* Where the colours of two competing Clubs ate the same, the
home team must change.
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match, and at once jointly intimate their decision to the
Secretary of the Association. When a re-played match has
resulted in adraw, an extra half-hour must be played.`
18. Any Club intending to scratch must give information of
their intention to do so to the Secretary of the opposing Club
not less than eight days before the date fixed for playing. A'
Club failing to comply with this Rule shall be reported to the,
Council, who shall have power to compel such offending Club
to pay the expenses incurred by their opponents, or of taking
such action as they may deem expedient.
ig. The Council shall fix the grounds for all Semi-final and
Final Ties, and shall have direct control of all the arrangements connected with these matches.
When a Semi-final
match has resulted in a draw, it must be re-played on the following Saturday. If the second match should also result in a
draw, it must be re-played on the following Thursday, unless
the Clubs mutually agree at the conclusion of the match to
play on an earlier day, and at once jointly intimate their
decision to the Secretary of the Association. When a Final
match has resulted in adraw, it must be re-played on the following Saturday. If the second match should also result in a
draw, it must be re-played as the Council may determine. When
are-played match under this Rule has resulted in a draw, an
extra half-hour must be played.'
2o. In the Semi-final and Final Ties any Club failing to
play, without showing a good and sufficient cause for such
failure to play, may be adjudged by the Council to have been
guilty of serious misconduct, and liable to be dealt with under
Rule 45 of the Association.
21. The dimensions of the field of play for Cup Ties shall
be :—Maximum length, i2o yards ;minimum length, iio yards ;
maximum breadth, 8o yards; minimum breadth, 70 yards.
Goal nets must be used in all ties in the Competition Proper,
and the Council recommend their use in the Qualifying Competition.
22. The Referee in all matches shall be neither a past nor
present member of either of the contending Clubs. The fees
* When an extra half-hour is played, the game shall recommence as
provided by Law 2, and fifteen minutes shall be played each way. In
the event of extra time in the first match not being completed, and
neither Club being at fault, the match shall be re-played on the ground
of the Club which had not the choice of ground for the first match.
t When an extra half-hour is played, the game"shall recommence as
provided by Law 2, and fifteen minutes shall be played each way.
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and travelling expenses of all officials appointed by the Council
to officiate in any match prior to the Semi-final and Final
Ties shall be paid by the Club upon whose ground the match
takes place.* Subject to Rule 15, the Referee shall have power
to decide as to the fitness of the ground in all matches, and in
other respects the duties of the Referee and Linesmen shall be
as defined in Laws of the Game 13 and 1423. In the Qualifying Competition the competing Clubs may
agree upon a Referee, in which case either side must notify
such appointment to the Secretary of the Association.
If,
however, they should be unable to agree upon a Referee, they
shall apply to the Secretary, who shall appoint one,* such application to be made seven days before the day of the match.
Each Club may appoint a Linesman.
24. The Council shall appoint the Referees in the Competition Proper, and Linesmen in the Semi-final and Final Ties.
In the Competition Proper, previous to the Semi-final Ties,
Clubs may agree upon neutral Linesmen. If, however, they
should be unable to agree upon Linesmen, they shall apply to
the Secretary, who shall appoint them, such applications to be
made seven days before the day of the match.
25. The Secretary of the winning Club, or in the case of a
draw the Secretary of each Club, shall send notice of the result,
in writing, to the Secretary of the Association within two days
after the match (Sundays not included).
Clubs failing to
comply with this Rule shall be subject to a fine of tos., and in
default of payment shall be struck out of the competition.
26. All questions relating to the qualification of competitors,

nOfficials appointed by the Association are entitled to charge on
the following scale :—
In all matches preceding the Semi-final Ties
It

Referees and Linesmen

...

...

/.'

s.
io

d.
6

In the Semi-final and Final Ties:—
Referees
Linesmen

...

...
...

...

...
...

i

1

io

0

6

Third-class railway fares and cab fares actually paid will also be
allowed, Officials who do not charge a fee will be allowed first-class
railway fare, if actually paid. When necessary for officials to arrive
the night before the match, hotel expenses will be allowed.
The home Club must, even in cases where the gate money is insufficient, pay the fees and travelling expenses of the officials.
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or interpretation of the Rules, or any dispute or protest whatever, shall be referred to the Council, whose decision shall be
final and binding on both Clubs. Every protest must be made
in writing, and must contain the particulars of the grounds
upon which it is founded. Two copies of the protest must be
lodged with the Association, accompanied by a fee of two
guineas, within two days of the match to which it relates
(Sundays not included).
The fee shall be forfeited to the
Association in the event of the protest not being sustained.
The Council may order any Club engaged in a dispute or
protest to pay such sum as may be considered necessary towards
defraying the expenses incurred. Any protest relating to the
ground, goal posts, or bars, or other appurtenances of the
game, shall not be entertained by the Council, unless an
objection has been lodged with the Referee before the commencement of the match. The Referee shall require the responsible Club to remove the cause of objection, if this is
possible without unduly delaying the progress of the match.
When an objection has been lodged with the Referee, a protest
must be made to the Association, and no objection or protest
shall be withdrawn except by leave of the Council.
27. The Secretary of the Association shall send a copy of the
protest and particulars to the Club protested against. Each
Club may support its case by witnesses. If a member of the
Council is connected with a Club concerned in a dispute or
protest, he shall not sit on the Council while the dispute or
protest is being considered. Neither Barrister nor Solicitor
shall represent a Club at the hearing of a dispute or protest,
unless he be the Secretary of the Club concerned, and appear
as such in the printed list of Secretaries in the Official Rule
Book.
28. The proceeds of matches (except re-played matches in
consequence of a breach of Rule, and Semi-final and Final
Ties) shall be equally divided between the competing Clubs,
after paying thereout the advertising, ground, and other
expenses of the match, and third-class railway fares of the
eleven players of the visiting Club. In cases where the receipts
are not sufficient to cover the entire expenses of the match, the
fees and travelling expenses of the officials shall be a first
charge upon the receipts, after payment of which the residue of
the receipts shall be applied .
Aro rata in payment of the railway
fares of the visiting team and the ground and other expenses.*
* Ground and other expenses
police charges. The railway fa

tfriig, posting, advertising and
of they i}sting team to be allowed
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The home Club shall provide for the sale of tickets, and the
visiting Club for checking the sale. The expenses of sellers
and checkers shall not be a charge on the gate. All members
or ticket holders shall pay the admission charges to the ground
and stands.* The gate receipts shall be approximately divided
immediately after the match, and a full statement and settlement shall be made within seven days of the match.t Clubs
which, in the Qualifying Competition, do not charge for admission to their ground shall not be entitled to a share of the
admission charges of other Clubs in re-played matches.
29. When a match is postponed through causes over which
neither Club has any control, the expenses shall be paid out of
the receipts of the second match.
30. In any match ordered to be re-played in consequence of
a breach of Rule, the Club in default shall not receive any
share of the proceeds of such re-played match (except thirdclass railway fares for the eleven players) without the consent
of the Council, and such consent shall only be given under
special circumstances.
If consent is not given, the share shall
be taken by the Association.
31.A Club not having a private or enclosed ground, shall
provide a private or enclosed ground, free of all charge to the
visiting Club, or play on its opponents' ground. In the Competition proper, gate money must be charged.$
shall be the actual fares paid, as and from the Club's headquarters, but
flot exceeding third-class.
A Club may, at its own expense, erect temporary stands and take
the proceeds, in cases where the opposing Club declines to join in the
expenses of the erection. A temporary stand becomes a permanent
one if used after the match for which it was erected.
The home Club must, even in cases where the gate money is insufficient, pay the fees and travelling expenses of the officials.
* All members, and also ladies and boys, must be charged for admission to ground, enclosure, and stands in matches in all the Cup Ties.
The minimum admission to matches in the Competition Proper shall
be threepence.
Associations and Clubs are recommended to grant free admission,
,where practicable, to soldiers and sailors wearing His Majesty's
uniform.
t Expenses for clearing the ground of snow, and in other ways preparing the ground, must be borne by the home Club.
$ All members, and also ladies and boys, must be charged for admission to ground enclosure and stands in matches in the Competition
proper. The minimum admission to matches in the Competition
proper shall be threepence.
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32. The Council shall, at the end of each year, ascertain the
balance in favour of the General Account (as provided by
Rule iq of the Association), and shall divide such balance
amongst the Clubs competing in the Semi-final and Final Ties
,hro rata as to the net gate receipts of each particular Tie,
provided always, that the sum to be so divided shall not in any
case exceed the total sum of the net gate receipts of the Semifinal and Final Ties.
33• When the winning Club shall have been ascertained, the
Association shall deliver the Cup to such Club, which shall be
responsible for its return to the Treasurer of the Association
on or before the ist day of February- in the ensuing year, in
good order and condition. Should the Cup be destroyed or
damaged by fire or other accident whilst under the care or
custody of the Club, the Club shall refund to the Association
the amount of its original value or the cost of thorough repair ;
and should the Cup be lost or destroyed from any other cause
whilst under the care or custody of the Club, the Club shall,
in addition to any other penalty which the Association may
impose, pay to the Association a sum of Zioo as and for
liquidated damages.
34. In addition to the Cup, the Association shall present
Medals or Badges to the players in the Final Tie.
35• All notices required to be given to the Association by
any of these Rules shall be addressed to the Secretary, at the
offices of The Football Association, Limited, rod, High Holborn,
London, W.C.
36. The Council shall have power to alter or add to the
above Rules, as they from time to time deem expedient.
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BOOKS ON WINTER SPORTS
IN

THE

"ALL-ENGLAND"

SERIES.

ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL. By C.W .ALCOCK, VicePresident of the Football Association.

1s.

RUGBY FOOTBALL . By HARRY VASSALL, late Treasurer
of the Rugby Football Union.

Is.

Treats of the sport in a practical manner, giving valuable hints to the
several
is
types of players, setting forth the duties of a referee, and containing
interesting chapters on the reform of the laws and the effect of professionalism,
the last-named being contributed by Mr. Budd."—Sportsman.

GOLF. In Theory and Practice.

ByH. S. C. EVERARD.

2s.

One of the very best books of its class. "—Referee.
"A book which is sure to be much appreciated among golfers generally.
'Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News.

SKATING . By DOUGLAS ADAMs, London Skating Club.
With a Chapter for Ladies by Miss L.CHEETHMa, and a Chapter on
Speed Skating by N.G. With 125 Diagrams. 2s.
It is one of the best guides to skating in the English language."—St.
James's Gazelle.

ATHLETICS ,including Cross -Country Running.
H .H EWITT GRIFFIN, L.
A.
C., etc.

By

Is.

lVllh Contrlbutlons by E. H. Pelling, Rev. H. C. L. Tindall, J I_.
Greig, T. Jennings, C. F. Daft, j. Kibblewhite, C. E. II. Leggatt,
Tong Ray, Sid Thomas, Nl J. Stuff Bess, and the Rev. 1y. Pollock-11ill,
and an Article on School Athletics by A. G. Le Maitre.
".Mr. Griffin has done his work admirably. "—Referee.
"Imust compliment Mr. H. H. Griffin on the creditable little work he has
just turned out."—Athletic News.

HOCKEY.

By FRANK

Hockey Association.
Illustrations.
Is.

S. CRESWELL, Hon. Sec. of the

Enlarged

Edition, Revised

DANCING . By EDWARD SCOTT.
LONDON:

to Date.

With Illustrations.

GEORGE BELL & SONS.

With

2s.

THE ALL-ENGLAND SERIES.
Illarstratea:

GYMNASTICS.

Double volztyne,

2.r

BY

A. F. JENKIN,
INNS OF COURT SCHOOL OF ARMS, WINNER OF THE GERMAN
SOCIETY'S

CHALLENGE CUP,

GYMNASTIC

1887-8-9-

capital handboolt."—Satzzrday Review.
"A valuable addition toga valuable series."—Literary Lllorld.
" It seems to be exhaustive. It is extremely well written; the
illustrations are good. Many of these are from instantaneous photographs, and are therefore enormously in advance of anything we find in
the older guides. "—Gizardiazz.
" Packed full of useful exercises. Thoroughly good throughout."—
.Daily Chronicle.
"The exercises, which are given in great variety, are described so
clearly that the veriest tyro may set about his work with aclear idea of
what to do."—Polytechnic Magazine.
"An excellent book. Mr. Jenkiu describes with the accuracy and
precision of an accomplished expert. "—Morning Past.
"Very useful as asupplement to the living teacher."—Schoolmaster.

Illiisirated.

INDIAN CLUBS.

Price

it.

BY

G. T. B. COBBETT AND A. F. JENKIN.

W

" By far the most valuable and important work that has ever been
issued on the subject. We think there is but little doubt but that it
will be regarded as the text-book on this important branch of
gymnastics.... The illustrations _are all that can be desired."-Gymnast.
"Messrs. Cobbett and Jenkin have gone to work in avery thorough
and systematic manner. They appear to have left nothing unexplained,
and their directions are in many instances accompanied by illustrations,
some [all] of which are reproductions of photographs.
Besides. its
general excellence, the book has cheapness also to recommend it."—
Field.
"A highly praiseworthy addition to the All England Series."—
Educationat News.
I

THE ALL-ENGLAND SERIES.
Numerous Illustrations.

BOXING-.

Fria i
s.

stt
R. G. ALLANSON-WINN,
INNS OF COURT SCHOOL OF ARMS, WINNER OF THE MIDDLE WEIGHTS,
CAMBRIDGE,

1876-7;

HEAVY WEIGHTS,

1877-8-

Mr. Winn's book is worthy of great praise, for it is at once one of
the cheapest and best on the subject."—Field.
"Ilis (Mr. Allanson-Winn's) book gives ample testimony of his
ability to write on boxing. If only for the illustrations that enable the
novice to see what he should do with the gloves and what he should
not do with them, the brochure is well worth the modest price charged
for it. "—PENDRAGON in the Referee.
"The art of self-defence is here treated from athoroughly practical
point of view. Clear as the text is, its value is no little enhanced by
the numerous and admirably executed illustrations."—St. _7anies's
Gazette.
11

NEW
Illustrated.

EDITION , REVIS ED.

WRESTLING.

Price is.

BY

WALTER ARMSTRONG (" CROSS-BUTTOCKER "),
LATE HON. SEC. CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORELAND WRESTLING SOCIETY IN
LONDON, AUTHOR OF "WRESTLIANA," ETC., ETC.

"`Wrestling' needs no praise at our hands. It is sufficient to say
that the handbook is the work of Mr. Walter Armstrong. "—Field.
"No one is better qualified to deal with such a subject than the
'Cross -buttock er,' who for the last thirty years has been known as a
clever light-weight wrestler, and whose remarks are, therefore, not
mere theories, but founded on the results of long experience. "—Sporting
Life.
"The handy little volume will be largely acceptable in these
northern parts, where wrestling is a distinctive pastime."—West Cum.
berland Times.

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS.
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THE ALL-ENGLAND SERIES,
Illustrated.

Price i
s.

BROADSWORD & SINGLESTICKS
WITH CHAPTERS ON QUARTER-STAFF, BAYONET,
CUDGEL, SHILLALAH, WALKING-STICK,
AND

UMBRELLA.
EY

R. G. ALLANSON-WINN AND C. PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY,
INNS OF COURT SCHOOL OF ARMS.

"There is an immense amount of useful information contained in
this little book."—St, James's Gazette.
"There is the same practical comprehensiveness about the last
volume of this series as has characterized its predecessors. The book
is illustrated and capitally printed."—Sportsmau.
"The plan of clearness and simplicity that so characterized the
pages of the work on Boxing is followed in the later production. .
The book is embellished with numerous engravings. "—Field.
"An excellent little volume. "—Athenawm.
"It is an excellent practical handbook, the directions being plain and
brief, and supplemented by aseries of useful illustrations. "—Scotsman.
"Capitally illustrated with useful diagrams."— Globe.

Illrsstrated,

FENCING.

Price is.

BY

H. A. COLMORE DUNN,
BARRISTER-AT-LAZY, INNS OF COURT SCHOOL OF ARHiS, WINNER OF T14E AIEDAL
AT THE GERMAN GYMNASIUM.

"A capital handbook on fencing. "—St. James's Gazette.
"A modest and sensible little volume."—Athenizum.
"Those who have any idea of cultivating the art of fencing would
do well to procure Mr. Dunn's book. "—Field.

LONDON: GEORGE BELL & SONS.

THE ALL-ENGLAND SERIES,

CYCLES AND CYCLING.
Illustrated.

Double volume, price 2s.

By

H.

HEWITT

GRIFFIN,

LONDON ATHLETIC CLUB, N.C.U., C.T.C.:
AUTHOR OF "CYCLES OF THE SEASON," ETC.

FOURTH EDITION, REVISED TO DATE, 19o3
With Chapters on "The Choice of a Cycle; its Care and Retair,"
by C. W. Brown; " The Motor C} ,cle and How to Ride it,"
by Ed. Campbell; and on " C) cling for Ladies," by Miss Agnes
Wood.
"Much useful and reliable information, especially of an historical
nature, is placed within reach of all who seek for knowledge on the
subject. "— Field.
"A valuable accession to the series in which it appears."—Scotsman.
"The book should be included in every cyclist's library."— Wheeling.

ATHLETICS.

Illustrated.

INCLUDING

CROSS-COUNTRY

Price is.
RUNNING.

BY

H.

HEWITT

GRIFFIN,

L.A.C., RANELAGH HARRIERS, A.A.A.

NEW

EDITION,

REVISED.

[Villa Contributions by E. H. Pelling, Rev. H. C. L. Tindall, J. L.
Greig, T. Jennings, C. F. Daft, J. Kibblewhite. C. E. H. Leggatt,
Toni Ray, Sid Thomas, W. j. Sturgess, and the Rev. W. PollochHill, and an Arlicle on School Athletics by A. G. Le Mafire.
"Mr. Griffin has done his work admirably. "—Referee.
"I must compliment Mr. H. H. Griffin on the creditable little work
he has just turned out."—Athletic News.
"Such thoroughly practical advice cannot fail to be of service to the
aspirant to athletic honours, and acceptable to all who are in any way
interested in this class of sport. "—Morning Post.
"It is capitally illustrated, and is, on the whole, one of the most
useful, as it is one of the most extensive handbooks in auseful series."
—Scotsman.
"From ahurried glance through the book, it appears to be about the
best work of its class that has ever appeared."—Sport and Play.
LONDON:

GEORGE BELL & SONS, YORK HOUSE,
PORTUGAL STREET, W.C.

Messrs. BELL'S BOOKS for CHESS PLAYERS,
CHESS . A Handbook for Chess Players.
GREEN, Editor of the British Chess Magazine.

THE CHESS OPENINGS.

By R. F.

Small post 8vo, is.

ByISIDOR

GUNSBERG.

Small

post 8vo, is.

THE TWO MOVE CHESS PROBLEM. With numerous
Examples by B. G. L
AWS. Small post 8vo, is.
CHESS STUDIES AND END GAMES. In Two Parts
6

—Part I. CHESS STUDIES. Part II. MISCELLANEOUS END GAMES,
By B. HORwiTz and J. KLING. Second Edition, Revised by the Rev. W.
WAYTE, M.A., late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge.
Demy 8vo, price
ys. 6d.
"One of the most valuable and interesting books which achess-player can have
upon his shelves."—Saturday Review.

STAUNTON '
S CHESS

PLAYER'
S HANDBOOK. A

Popular and Scientific Introduction to the Game of Chess, as exemplified in
Games actually played by the greatest masters, illustrated by numerous Dia,
grams of original and remarkable positions. Small post 8vo, 5s.

STAUNTON '
S CHESS PRAXIS. A Supplement to the
Chess Player's Handbook. Containing important improvements in the Openings,
illustrated by actual Games ;aCode of Chess Laws ;and a Selection of Mr.
llorphy's Games in England and France, critically annotated. 636 pages.
With Diagrams. Small post 8vo, 5s.

STAUNTON '
SCHESS PLAYER'
S COMPANION . Comprising a Treatise on Odds, Collection of Match Games, including the great
French Match with Mons. St. Amant, and a Selection of Original Problems.
With Diagrams and Coloured Frontispiece. Small post 8vo, 5s.

CI

STAUNTON'
S CHESS TOURNAMENT OF

1851.

A

Collection of Games played at this celebrated assemblage. With Introduction.
Notes critical and explanatory, and numerous Diagrams. Small post 8vo, 5s.

CHESS CONGRESS OF 1862.
Second and Cheaper Edition.

Edited by J. LOWENTHAL.

Small post 8vo, 5s.

MORPHY'
S GAMES OF CHESS.

Being the Matches

and best Games played by the American Champion, with explanatory and
analytical Notes by J. LowENTHAL.
With short Memoir and Portrait of
Morphy. Small post 8vo, 5s.
This volume contains by far the largest collection of games played by Mr.
Morphy extant in any form, and has received his endorsement and co-operation.

LONDON; GEORGE BELL & SONS.

Zh e(glub S.e.ri e.!5
OF CARD AND TABLE GAMES.
Small 8vo, cloth, price is. each.
WHIST. By Dr. William Pole, F.R.S., author of
"The Philosophy of Whist," etc.
SOLO WHIST.
By Robert F. Green, editor of
"Chess."
BILLIARDS, By J. P. Buchanan.
Double volume 2s.
BILLIARDS. The Art of Practical Billiards for
Amateurs ;with chapters on POOL, PYRAMIDS,
and SNOOKER. By Major-General A. W. Drayson, F. R.A.S., Author of "Practical Whist."
Approved by W. J. Peall.
With numerous
Illustrations.
CHESS.
By Robert F. Green, Editor of the
"British Chess Magazine."
With Illustrations.
THE CHESS OPENINGS. With Introductions
and Notes. By I. Gunsberg.
THE TWO-MOVE CHESS PROBLEM. By
B. G. Laws. With Illustrations.
DRAUGHTS and BACKGAMMON,
MON,
By
"Berkeley."
Willa Illustrations.
D0111INOES and SOLITAIRE.
Willa I1lustralions. By "Berkeley."
REVERSI and GO BANG.
With Illustrations.
By
Berkeley."
BEZIQUE and CRIBBAGE.
With Illustrations.
By " Berkeley."
BCAIRTE and EUCHRE.
By " Berkeley."
PIQUET and
R UBICON
PIQUET.
By
"Berkeley."
ROUND GAIIIES, including. Poker, Loo, Vingtun, Napoleon, Newmarket, Pope Joan, Speculation, Spin, Commerce, Snip- Snap- Snorum,
etc., etc. By Baxter-Wray.
CARD TRICKS and PUZZLES. By" Berkeley"
and T. B. Rowland.
SKAT. By Louis Diehl. (Skat Scoring Book, is.)
PARLOUR AND PLAYGROUND GAMES.
By Mrs. Laurence Gomme.
C

LONDON:

GEORGE BELL & SONS.
I

Published Monthly, price 6cd. ;post free,

82«'.

New Volumes commence in April and October.
now Ready, price 6s.; post free, 6s. U.

PARLOUR FOOTBALL
A Game of Skill on Association Lines.
Post Free, 1s. 2d.

Board, Dien, and Ball complete.

Buy a Copy of .

"A most amusing cricket brochure, and
certain to sell well. "— CAPT. COE, of the
S,'ar.
"Well worth the modest amount charged

NOTE

Before beginning to play see that you have
the CORRECT RULES.
We publish Accurate Rules ONLY of

FOOTBALL,
HOCKEY,
BADMINTON,

BICYCLE POLO,
TABLE TENNIS,
BOXING,

CRICKET,
LAWN TENNIS,
CROQUET.

Post Free, Three Stamps

For Pauilion and Club Rooens.

THE REVISED LAWS OF CRICKET, TENNIS, LAWN BOWLS,
ON SHEETS,
Suitable for hanging up, printed in large, clear type. Price V each.

